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MURRAY

edger Imes
Freedom Fest Events
* * ***
June 22 Car & Truck Show
June 29 Beauty Pageant
June 30 "Liberty" Patriotic
Musical
July 4 0. B. Boone
Memorial Breakfast
July 4 VFW Veteran's
Memorial Service
July 4 Lion's Club 5K Run
July 4-5 Scouting Museum
Appreciation Days
July 4 Old Fashioned Street
Fair
July 4-5 Art & Craft Fair
July 4 Main Street Mile
Run/walk
July 4 Optimist Club
Parade
July 4-7 Hazel Antique Sale'
July 4 Music With A Bang!
July 4 Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks
July 5 Family Day in the
Park
July 5 A Bark n the Park
July 5 Golf Tournament
July 5 Kid's Parade
July 6 "Make a Difference
Dar
July 6 Storyfest '96
July 6 Country Music Fest
'96
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"Since 1879"

MURRAY, KY 42071
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Coming
Share the Vision: Local men
attend Promise Keepers rally
•
"He that saith he is in the
light, and hateth his brother, is in
darkness even until now. He that
loveth his brother abideth in the
light..." 1 John 2:9-10,
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
The Rev. Louis Monroe
believes that reconciliation
between the races can only occur
by working together.
Monroe, state manager for
Missouri and Arkansas for Promise Keepers, spoke to a group of
approximately 150 men at a
Share the Vision Promise Keepers rally at First Baptist Church
Saturday morning.
A Baptist minister for over 20
years, Monroe spoke on the topic
of racial reconciliation, keeping

with this year's Promise Keepers
theme of "Break Down the
Walls."
He said that the current string
of fires at churches throughout
-the South, most of them with predominantly black memberships,
is a work of the devil that will
not succeed in its intended
mission.
"If the devil had known that
burning all those churches would
bring people together, he never
would have done it," Monroe
said. "But he didn't know; only
God knows everything. Now
you've seen black people and
white people working together to
rebuild the churches."
The Rev. Kerry Lambert, pastor of Alliance Bible Church in
Murray and the co-chairman of

the Purchase Area Task Force in
support of Promise Keepers, said
he was pleased with both the
turnout and the service itself.
"As I talk with- people from the
various churches,I-think- it went
rather well," he said. "We had 35
to 40 churches represented and
we had 10 to 15 pastors who
hadn't been to a Promise Keepers
event before and they wanted to
see what it was about, so I think
ee Page- 2

MARK YOUNG Ledge, photo

Promise Keepers praise and
worship leader Dwight Ashley
leads approximately 150 men in
song at First Baptist Church.

July 6-7 Tennis Tournament
July 12-14 Baseball
Tournament

Insider's book on White House under attack

* * * * *
For more information or a
By LAURA MYERS
free guide call 759.41iiiimo.
s Associated Press Writer
1-800-715-5004.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
former FBI agent who wrote an
insider's book on White House
security is being attacked from
all sides for what critics say is a
STATE
pack of unbelievable tales and
"wild speculation."
First lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton .today blasted the book
during a , visit to Bucharest,
Romania.
"I see it as a politically

Task force
disbands

MARTIN, Ky. (AP) — An
eastern Kentucky drug task
force plagued by problems
including a federal grand jury
investigation, has disbanded.
The Mountain Area Drug
Task Force board voted unanimously Friday to cease operations, effective Sunday.
The task force was formed
three years ago as an experiment in law enforcementiooporation by eastern KeIrtucky
agencies in several counties.
It conducted drug stings for
sheriff's offices in Floyd, Pike,
Magoffin, Perry, Letcher and
Knott counts and police
departments in Hazard, Prestonsburg and Pikeville.
In the past year, however,
some members — including
Hazard, Pikeville and Letcher
County — have dropped out.
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inspired fabrication and I don't
think anybody should take it seriously," she said.
She also denied suggestions
that she played a role in the hiring of the White House security
chief who collected .private FBI
files on more than 400 people.
"There is no connection," she
said.
A top White House aide
denounced author Gary Aldrich
as a person of no credibility
whose book is part of conserva-

tive Republicans' - efforts to
"destroy the president."
And White House spokesman
Kike McCurry today .called on
Republican candidate Bob Dole
to separate himself from a campaign worker who is promoting
Aldrich's book.
"It would be a surprise to,us if
Senator Dole didn't _indicate that
the activity of one of his paid
advisers with respect to this book
is unacceptable," McCurry said.
"I assume he'll do that and do it

promptly."
would use the "wild speculaEven leading conservative tion" he traded about thealleged
journalists are denouncing presidential outings to a
Aldrich, including the apparent Washington hotel — which the
source of his book's wildest alle- Secret Service says would be
gation — that President Clinton impossible.
sneaks out of the White House
Conservative columnist George
without his guards for romantic Will, who quizzed Aldrich Sunhotel trysts.
day on ABC, said Brock told him
"I never knew I would be used he was appalled to see the unverias a source," David Brock, a I.srri- fied story published.
ter for the American Spectator,
"Can't someone say that,. in
told Newsweek magazine. He
said he never thought Aldrich • See Page 2

Pitino
Arena?

9
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Pitino pushes
on-campus site
for his Wildcats

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Can Rick replace Rupp?
In the next century, will University of Kentucky fans attend
basketball games at Pitin-ah Arena instead of Rupp Arena where
the school's six national championship banners now hang?
If coach Rick Pitino, who has
Prestonsburg police chief
said he would like to finish his
and task force board chairman
career at Kentucky, has his way,
Darrell Conley cited thd loss of
the Wildcats would be playingat
federal funding for the outfit in
the decision to discontnr""an on-campus arena a few years
-down the road.
operation:
"I have no authority at the
The task force missed a
University of Kentucky," Pitino
grant agolication deadline and
told the Lexington Herald-Leader
lost its federal funding for the
last week.
fiscal year that begins today.
But, he said, "I'd start plan"Money is the secret to
ning it. Start looking at it. Pay
everything," Conley said. "If
off your bond. Live up to your
you don't have money, %"6u
obligations. And then do what's
can't operate an operation."
best for the University of KenPike County Sheriff Charles
tucky to ... make money and do
-"Fuzz?' Keesea, a board mem- what's best for the fans. To me,
ber, praised the task force's
that's building a new arena."
performance and said he
Pitino has mentioned a new
hoped it would someday
arena from time to time since he
resume operations.
arrived in Lexington seven years
ago.
But Pitino's recent decision to
stay
with the Wildcats, passing
INDEX
on a lucrative NBA offer to stay
at Kentucky, make the talk more
significant.
Two Sections-14 Pages
The university could make
Classifieds
...........-....-28-413
more
money by owning an arena
.....
.......
Cornice
instead of leasing Rupp from the
Deaths.
.SA
city, Pitino said. Forum
44
The Lexington Center Corp..
which
manages Rupp for the city,
Today:
SA
takes in profits from concessions,
parking, $1,000-a-game rent from
Sit- Petro 2

,

Murray Electric offers E.N.U.F option
On their next bill, Murray
Electric System customers will have
the option to give support to Project
E.N.U.F.,the Emergency NeedLine
Utility Fund.
At this point, pledges totaling
$148 are needed to activate the
E.N.U.F. program. Tony Thompson, M.E.S. manager, has noted that
at least $500 per month needs to be

•-•111,-

•

BERNARD KANEtedge S TInes photo

IN PRAISE OF FREEDOM: Debbie Bell pauses during her narration for a song of freedom during Sunday's
"Liberty" choir performance
by the Sanctuary Choir of First Baptist Church in Murray.

•••••

pledged to make the program cost
effective. Treate, $352 has been
pledged.
To participate, M.E.S. customers
should sign their bill indicating the amount they would be willing to ,
have added each month. Residential, business, and industrial customers may all partitipatc.
Amounts to be added to the bill arc

the choice of the consumer. Even
25 cents per month per customer
would add up. Amounts of SI or
more per month per customer would
add up even faster. ----The Murray Electric System governing board approued this program
earlier this year to prevent tragedies'
in our community as a consequence
of cuts in Federal emergency utility

funds. C.U.B.S., Calloway United
Benevolent Services network members, have identified this as a community priority. The Neefil inc.
Board was contacted and agreed
administer the E.N.U.F. program.
The M.E.S. would transfer these
funds monthly to NeedLine for use
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•Promise Keepers.
FROM PAGE 1
we had some very positive
results."
Promise Keepers, founded by
fonder University of Colorado
head footballwcoach Bill McCartney in 1990, is described as "a
Christ-centered ministry dedicated to uniting men through vital
relationships to become godly
influences in their world."
One of the seven promises of a
Promise Keeper is "to reach beyond any racial and denomination"al barriers to demonstrate the
power of Biblical unity."
Monroe, frorri St. Joseph, Mo.,
said the division between black
and white people in the United
States can be traced back to their
respective religious leaders in the
1950s.
"There was a time just after
World War 11 that black people
and white people were starting to
We can provide information and coverage for your

FARM
INSURANCE

Piano arena...

come together," he said. "But I
believe our white brothers were
kept in ignorance by their leaders
to be prejudiced against their
brown, black and yellow
brothers..
"And enough-of our (black)
leaders influenced us to be prejudiced against our white brothers
and to not forgive for the past,"
Monroe added. t'So on Sunday
mornings we would go our separate ways and separatism was
preadlaed on a regular'basis. And
little by little, we ate it."
The key to reconciliation, then,
is to work together.
"The devil will defeat you if
-we go it alone,- but if we would
rally together, we can win," he
said. "If you would value what
God has done in your life, then
we must love our brother. I must
look beyond color and race arid see what's inside."
Throughout the three-hour-plus
rally, shouts of "amen" and "halleleujah" came from all over the
building while men clapped their
hands under the musical direction
of Dwight Ashley, a Promise
Keepers praise and worship lead-

KENTUCKY

Ask about.Shelters.
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

"

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
759.1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. • Hurray

Well always be there for you.
Shelter lristaance Cos Home Office Columbia MO

COUNTY- MAPS
IN STATE BOOK

A book cuntairung all of Kentucky's
120 county maps is available. Printed on
large, size 16x22 inch double spread
pages", each county has a separate map
The book contains 136 valuable pages•
The Blue Grass State's 69,000 miles ot
roads are shown in detail. Towns, cities
and villages are _indexed and,located:
and there is much additional information.
'l'o order Kentucky County Map book.
send $14.85 (price includes delivery
VISA and MasterCard accepted
•
Make checks payable to
County Maps
521 Puetz Place
Lyndon Station, WI 53944
(6081 666-3331 Other states available AR. FL. IN
MI. NC, OK PA, SC. TN. and

4./
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er, and openly worshipped„God.
The assembly also watchtd highlights from the 1996 Clergy Conference at' the Georgia Dome in
Atlanta, which was -attended by
over 39,000 in February.
Lambert said that after attending' the Clergy Conference in
Atlanta, he was moved to bring
Promise Keepers to western
Kentucky.
"God deeply irripressed upon
my heart that there were some
ministries needed here - between
denominations, racial wand ethnic
groups and all men who call
themselves brothers,in Christ," he
"said. "As a pastor, my desire is to
see 'men minister to men."
Ashley also spoke on bringing
about racial harmony as well as
directing the musical portion of
the servjce.
"If you don't love your
brother, you're making a reservation for hell," he said. "If you
don't like your brother because
he walks or talks differently,-he
has different hair or because he
makes more or less money than
you, you're making a reservatiorrfor hell. How can you love God,
somebody' you haven't seen, and
not love your brother, who you
_
_see__e_very ..clay?_ _ _
"I'm sure we have Murray
State, Kentucky and Louisville
fans here," Ashley said. "We

cheer and holler for them, so why. FROM PAGE 1
can't we cheer and holler for -UK and a percentage of UK's
someone who does more for us? ticket sales.
(God)."
Pitino thinks the university
Steve McGee, a member cif the could make more money if it
Purchase Area Task Force, said controlled concessions and parkPromise Keepers has helped him ing arid built 'luxury corporate
to set priorities for his life.
boxes — matt that businesses or
"Jesus Chrlif became the most groups could buy exclusively.
important person in my life," he .• •
"We could pay for half the
said. "He is a 10, and my wife is. building in luxury boxes alone,"
a 9.9, my kids a 9.8 and my Pitino told the Herald-Leader.
church a 9.7, and there's i very "Say 30 boxes, that's $30 milsmall gap between those.
lion. You could even charge $1.5
"Real men love Jesus, and million (a box).Promise Keepers is one tool that
That's an idea that has caught
God is using to move men by the on elsewhere, said Tim Reese,
thousands,"
Atlana
i McGee said. "My arena manager at Tennessee's
first Promis Keepers conference Thompson-Boling Arena.
was it
and I felt and saw
Tennessee doesn't have luxury
a vision about my relationships boxes; it was designed and built
with other men, and I fell in love before. universities figured out
with Jesus all over again. How luxury boxes could make money,
many of you here have a personal Reese said. But, he said, Tennesrelationship with Jesus, the man see's football stadium does have
who walked here on earth?"
boxes. And they've been
Lambert said 20 to 25 men profitable.
signed up for the 'Key Man/
"There's a waiting list for
Ambassador training, which is those boxes," he said.
designed to implement the PromReese notes that Tennessee's
ile Keeperrickas--tri tudtvtduat football program is more successchurches. That training will take ful add popular than the basketplace July 20 at First Baptist ball team. A successful basketball
Church in Mayfield. Any men team could support boxes, he
interested -in the training or learn- saicL
_
_.
ing more about Promise Keepers
"At an institution like UK, it
may contact Lambert at would be a highly successful ven753-6565.
ture," he said.
At the state's other major arena, Louisville's Freedom Hall, 24
private boxes were added during
a 1984 renovation, said Harold
Workman, president of the Kenmasthead and said the mug shots
tucky State Fair Board: which
were used well and there was
owns the arena.
good presentation of sometimes
Workman said he doesn't know
ordinary stories.
how much money the boxes make
*First place for local newt
for the University of Louisville.'
pictures.
But U of L pays rent for the boxJudges noted that the photos
es and keeps any profits beyond
were ,varied and told:Abe story.
that, Workman said. And he said,
*Third place for local feature
they are important for the
pictures.
university.
Judges noted good , color
The University of North Carpictures.
olina's Dean Smith Center is also
*First place for original ad
owned by the school. But it also
idea.
does not have luxury boxes or
Judges said the ad was an
any type 'of advertising.
innovative .way of creating name
:Ned Collett, director of the
recognition and highlighting a
Smith
Center, said there's no
variety of products and services
doubt luxury boxes make money.
offered. Ad catches the reader's
But North Carolina has decided
eye and demands "Read Me!"
not to pursue them for other
reasons.• "The money would be huge,"
he-said. "But there's also a very
large debate about who we
Af UR/LAI
serve" — the students or corporate interests.
Torn Minter, president of the
1001 Whitnell Dr. •

Newspaper receives awards
The Murray Ledger & Times
recently received a third place
general excellence award in the
19% Kentucky Press Association
Better Newspaper Contest.
Awards were also received in
the following areas:
*Third place for front page.
Judges noted that numerous
photos highlighted lead stories
that dominated the page..
*Honorable mention for agri-- -culture page/section.
*Third place for editorial page.
Judges said there was a good
combination ,of local editorials
and columnists with editorials.
*First place for business page/
Section.
Judges complimented the

4,-;*

SUBSCRIBE

FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH

Ledger &Times

corporation that runs Rupp Are- •
na, said plannets- l&iked at the
feasibility of luxury boxes 15
years ago. But they determined
that !the cost Of building them
would be too high.
"We didn't have a schedule
like so many markets have where
you have an 88-game professional season to,count on. We didn't
have that many activities. We
know we have 15 UK games a
year. But what else do we have to
offer? The math doesn't work for
us."
While much of Lexington may
take Pitino's word as gospel,
many would not like to see the
Cats leave their downtown lair.
Minter_ said that if,Rupp loses
UK business 'before the bond is
paid off, the city and taxpayers
could pay as much as $1.5 million a year toward maintenance
and the building's debt. He said
the debt will take about 10 more
years to pay off.
And some downtown Lexington basiness owners fear the loss
of Kentucky fans' business on
game nights.
lorry DeRaimo, owner-of-Bravo's restaurant in Victorian
Square across from Rupp, used to
jointly own the restaurant with
Pitino until the_ coach sold his
share a couple years ago.
"Rick's my best friend," said
DeRaimo. "We've probably never had a disagreement, but I disagree with him -on this point."
On a typical non-game night,
DeRaimo said he gets 100 customers. On game nights he's
filled to capacity with 250
people.
"On game nights I 'wish we
had 300 to 400 seats here," he
said. "If UK pulls out, businesses downtown are kaput.- DeSha's, another restaurant
near Rupp, also would suffer, at
least on game nights, said kitchen
manager Paul Natale.
Natale said walk-in traffic
from 23,009 people downtown on
15 game nights is a lot for any
business to lose.
"It would be an enormous psychological loss for all of the
restaurants and merchants downtown," said Lexington Mayor
Pam Miller. •
Pitino disagrees.
"I'm not a believer that it
hurts downtown one bit," he
said. "When, there's a Kentucky
.basketball game, they still need
hotels to fill, the restaurants are
filled. The only thing it hurt's is
13 nights in Rupp."

•
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•Book...
FROM PAGE 1
fact, your book is a raw file and
that you have gone into print with
the kind of evidence that no prosecutor would ever go into court

READER INFORMATION
641 • Just OH'The 1-311!L_Lie Park \1/4 a. Next To Majestic Pi/1.a & Steakhouse
Draffen \
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"For Delicious, Thick & Juicy Steaks That Melt In Your Mouth"
Ribeye • NY Strip • Filet Mignon • Porterhouse • Del Monieo

Business Holm'.
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-11 a.m._
Phone $: 753-1916
Fax 41: 753.1927
Subscripbon Rates
All subscriptions pairable in advance
Home delivery 6 days a week
1 month
$600 I 6 months $3600
$7200
3 months $18 00 1 year

BY MAIL

$995

12 01. RIIBEYE••••••••••••••••••••••

Includes: Choice of potato, chef salad, hot rolls &
the trimmings.

NOW SERVING EXPRESSO &
CAPPUCCINO
•
.e•

1 YR. $72.00

Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. By mail to other destinations,
price is $85 00 per year
Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays,
July 4, Thanksgiving Day,Christmas
Day and New Years Day Periodicals postage paid at Murray, KY.
POSTMASTER
Send address
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER
ANDTIMES,P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071.-1040

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.*
Murray Ledger
Trnes CUSPS aos-ioch
Murray Ledger ili Times is a member or the
Associated Press. Kentucky Press Association
and Southern Novspaperi Publishers Association the Associated Poles is exciuswery'Mated
to news originated try-ttorrayugroca- Timex
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'Your Choice k.
of Dessert
1FREE.
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MES...
FROM PAGE 1
in verified emergency situations
involving M.E.S. customers.
For more information, contact
NeedLine at 753-6333 (753NEED); Tony Thompson or Ron
Foster at M.E.S., 753-5312; Sherry
Purdom at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
753-5171;
the Calloway Co.
Family Resource Center at 7533070 or the Murray Family Resource Center at 759-9592.

Because of the July 4th Holiday
garbage pick up will run one day in
advance, in some areas. During the
week of July 1st through July 5th,
we are asking the customers who are
scheduled for pick up on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday to set
their refuse out one day in advance.
The Murray Sanitation Department appreciates your cooperation
and help in this matter. Should you
have any questions, feel free to call
our office at (502) 762-0380.

TRIVIA QUIZ:
Why Is the Competition Now
Shining Spotlights on
Our Stizire7

('CAUSE THEVAN'T HOLD
CANDLE TO US!)
Chrlie iLlarrs - Pharmacist

Charlie's Sale-T Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whanell

with?" .Will asked Aldrich.
-"This is not a case presented
to a grand jury," Aldrich replied,
saying he had relied on his observations and untaped interviews
for his book.
"I conducted investigations
and talked to many sources, trying to knock this particular issue
down as to whether the president
could in fact travel without a
Secret Service complement. I was
unable to knock down that possibility," Aldrich said.
He acknowledged that much of
the material came from second:
and third-hand sources, some of
whom have publicly disputed his
account.
Still, Aldrich, who retired from
the FBI in 1994 after 30 years as
an agent, said he would be willing to go before Congress to
reveal his sources and back up
his insider tales of sloppy White
House security and alleged for-,
mer drug use by some officials,
including a senior staffer.
"I'm willing to swear under
oath to anything that I have in
this book," Aldrich said on
ABC's "This Week with David
Brinkley."
Senior Clinton adviser George
Stephanopoulos, who had urged
ABC to cancel Aldrilh's appearance, said, "His story couldn't
get past the fact checker at the
National Enquirer."
- Stephanopoulos said Aldrich's
book was being-promoted by people with Republican connections.
He said several "GOP- operatives" were present for the ABC
show's taping, including those
with ties to Republican presidential candidates Bob Dole and Pat
Buchanan.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
4-6-2
Pick 4

[Orr()
5-8-18-21.28-34

753-4175
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Shell,
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Our tot is Full of New arid-Used Cars 8(1-rucks PRICED TO SELL!

QUALITY PREOWNED CARS, TRUCKS, VANS 8 BLAZERS
Year
Make
96
CHEVY
95
MAZDA
94 - -TOYOTA
95
TOYOTA
95 --TOYOTA
95
TOYOTA
94
PONTIAC
94
OLDS
94
CHEVY
.
94
CHEVY
94
FORD
94
FORD
94
TOYOTA
93
'FORD
93
CHEVY.
93
FORD
93
DODGE
93
NISSAN
92
CHEVY
92
FORD
92
CHEVY
92
CHEVY
92
TOYOTA
92
TOYOTA
92
TOYOTA
92
TOYOTA
91
MERCURY
91
GEO
91
CADILLAC
91
CHEVY
91
HONDA
91
HONDA
91
HONDA
90
PONTIAC
90
PONTIAC
90
PONTIAC
90
OLDS
90
OLDS
90
NISSAN
$4
CHEVY

Model
CAVALIER
626
CAMRY
CAMRY
CAMRY
CAMRY
-GRAND PRIX
CIERA
CAPRICE
CAVALIER
T-BIRD
TAURUS
CAMRY
PROBE
CORSICA
MUSTANG
SPIRIT
ALTIMA
CORSICA
TEMPO
CAVALIER
LUMINA
COROLLA WAGON
CEUCA
CAMRY
CAMRY
CAPRI
STORM
S.D.
CAVALIER
ACCORD
ACCORD
ACCORD
TRANS AM
GRAND AM
SUNBIRD
CIERA
CUT SUMPREME
MAXIMA
CAPRICE

Stock I
12286

Coicor
RED
WHITE
TAUPE
GREEN
PLATINUM
TAUPE
TEAL
SILVER
WINE
SILVER
WHITE
BLUE
GREEN
SILVER
BLUE
RED
GREEN
SILVER
BROWN
MAROON
MAROON
BLACK
SILVER
RED
TAUPE
WHITE
SILVER
RED
BLUE
BLACK
MAROON
WHITE
RED
WHITE
BLUE
WINE
BLUE
SILVER
BLACK
BROWN

2226
39361
31265
57264
22613
2527
92831
20150
4733
5121
22284
27237
74723
43596
62095
18097
85578
41761
96763
44037
30216
3138
85409
780
86491
31256
61245
24461
33624
40311
4346

92641
8423
72277
78101
30893
17458
5510
20592

Wes
2xxx
26xxx
37xxx
&axial
19xxx
20xxX
34xu
41xxx
48xxx

114XXr
37xxx
39xxx
39xxx
63xxx
96xxx
43xxx
83xxx
86xxx
85xxx
44xxx
98xxx
40xxx
144xxx
73xxx
64xxx
98xxx
77xxx
85xxx
132xxx
97xxx
77xxx
103xxx
78xxx
93xxx
70xxx
73xxx
68xxx
99xxx
81xxx
72xxx

l'il

ss

aloes
$15.988
$15,1188
$17,988
$17.888
$12,988
$11.988
$13,988

$7,988
$12,988
$11,988

$15,9e8
$9,988
locus
$8,988
$7,988
$9,988
$5,988
$7,988
$5.988
$11,988
$5.988
$11,988
$18,988
911,988
$7,988
$5,988
$8,988

85,988

$11,988
89.988
810,988
87,988
$8,988

$5,988
$8,988
911,988
Sp,s88
93.9.2

Year

Make

95

CHEVY

95
95

TOYOTA
NISSAN
CHEVY
FORD
TOYOTA
TOYOTA
TOYOTA
TOYOTA
CHEVY
CHEVY
TOYOTA
DODGE
CHEVY
FORD
DODGE
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
CHEVY
GlAc
CHEVY
JEEP
FORD
FORD
CHEVY
CHEVY
DODGE
FORD
CHEVY
CHEVY
FORD

95
94
94
94
94
94
93
93
93
92
92
92
92
89
89
95
95
95

95
95

94
94
93
93
93
92
92
92
92
91
91
91
91
91

91 . CHEVY
99
CHEVY
87
FORD

Modal
DOOLEY
EX. 4X4
PICK UP
3500 HD
FLARE SIDE
EX CAB
PICK UP
PICK UP
PICK UP
CC10903
S10
PICK UP
OAK EX CAB
SILVERADO
XLT
DAKOTA
-ONE TON
S10
BLAZER
BLAZER
TAHOE
ASTRO VAN
ASTRO VAN
BLAZER
BLAZER
SUBURBAN
BEAUVILLE
WRANGLER
AEROSTAR
AEROSTAR
ASTRO
STEP VAN
CARAVAN
AEROSTAR
BLAZER
BLAZER
CARGO VAN
STEP VAN
CONV VAN
BUCKET VAN

Slack
25081
84119
22102
7666
22985
94880
99275
82508
28274
61693
12625
56604
33127
68062
46355
8468
21660
75300
13637
52667
20545
38804
20726
,36357
18453
16161
13443
47537
93761
56234
1993
9167
66283
98794
74154
18936
99098
798
2015
58982

Color
RED
WINE
RED
RED
BLUE
BLUE
SILVER
GREEN
BLACK
GREEN
TAN
RED
BLUE
WINE
BROWN
GRAY/RED
WHITE
TAN
WINE
WINE
WHITE
BLUE
WHITE
TWO TONE
BLACK
CUSTOM PAINT
WHITE
WHITE
SILVER
BEIGE
SILVER
WHITE
RED
TAN
RED
BLACK/RED
YELLOW
TAN
BROWN
WHITE

WW1
20xxx

lona
40xxx
109xxx
34xxx
24xxx
33xxx
24xxx
22xxx
57xxx
34xxx
54xxx
36xxx
51xxx
57xxx
61xxx
20ux
57xxx
22xxx
33xxx
28xxx
48xxx
44xxx

47XXX
62xxx
33xxx
92xxx
23xxx

86XXX
46xxx
1011x1ot
106xxx
80xxx
69xxx
106xxx
79xxx
112xxx
3xxx
49xxx
61xxx

P49/ -

MANI
MAN
ULM

$USS
OWNS
F
ll11e
Wan
ULU,
Wen
SSMI

$1
MAIO
17if
SS
I

SLOSS
Raj=
MASS
$2UMS
$1HAM
$14,998
MIAS
MOW

ULM
-Mae

MAIM
$111.111111
$111.11$11
UM*
Immo
WI
Z

MIAMI
ULM
VMS

MAU
ULM

6F) DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC,
Hwy. 641 South
Murray

OF MURRAY

Showroom Hours: 8-7 Monday-Friday; 8-5 Saturday
Service Dept. Hours: 7:00-5:30 Monday-FridaY
Parts Dept. flours: 7-5 Monday-Friday

753-4961

Hwy. 641 South

Next to Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

CHEVROLET

-4-
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Murray • (502) 753-2617
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ANALYSIS

Supreme Court's
rulings tend to
puzzle, confuse
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON_.(AP) =,Things can get confuting_ for the
nation's judges and lawyers each year as the Supreme Court sprints
toward its summer recess.
How does one make sense of a 3-3-2-1 vote split, or explain why
a justice who writes the court's main opinion attaches a separate
opus.* agree with herself?
The court traditionally hands down rulings in its most vexing
cases in the waning weeks of its October-to-July terms: The
1995-96 term, which ends Monday, has proved to be no exception.
It's not a matter of putting off the tough stuff — those rulings
just take longer to hatch. Many landmark decisions go through 10
or 12 or 15 rewrites before being made public. The main reason?
Votes change as justices, nudged by their colleagues, find fault
with their own initial analyses.
A justice who thought he was writing a majority opinion sometimes finds himself, instead, the author of a dissent.
When the court earlier this month struck down as unconstitutional three Texas congressional districts, the vote was 5-4. But figuring out that split was no easy chore.
" Justice Sandra Day O'Connor wrote the main opinion, but only .
two others —.Chief Justice William Rehnquist and Justice Anthony
Kennedy —joined. Justices Clarence Thomas and Antonin Scalia. ended up voting for the same result for differing reasons, spelled
_ out_in a concurring opinion by Thomas.
Not to be outdone, O'Connor wrote a concurring opinion —
' essentially agreeing with and expanding on what she had written in
the main one. She apparently found that easier than explaining that
a chunk of the main opinion featured only her voice-.---No one opinion spoke for a majority when the court ruled Wednesday in a Colorado case that political parties have 'a right to
spend as much money as they want on congressional races if they
- do so -independently of any candidate's campaign.
Judges who now must apply the ruling to future similar disputes
will have to count noses to see the vote was 7-2. Well, actually
3-3;2-1.
Justice Stephen G. Breyer wrote the main opinion, joined by
O'Connor and Justice David H. Souter. Justice Anthony. M. Kennedy wrote separately to agree in part and disagree in part
he
would have gone further and let political parties spend freely even,
if they coordinate efforts ,with a candidate's campaign.
,,,..:•tiiief- Justice William H. Rehnquist and Scalia signed orriiith
Kennedy.
Justice John Paul Stevens and Ruth Bader Ginsburg dissented.
They would let Congress limit political parties' spending in all
circumstances.
•
And Thomas, who agreed with the decision's result, wrote to say
he thought the court should reconsider the constitutionality of virtually all campaign-financing laws. Rehnquist and Scalia joined part
of Thomas' opinion, but not that
at par
The topper came last Friday. A major ruling about indecent programming on cable television yielded six separate opinions and consumed 118 pages.
Here's how the court's reporter of decisions summarized the
vote:
"Breyer announced the judgment of the court and delivered the
opinion of the court with respect to Part III in which Stevens, Kennedy, Souter and Ginsburg joined, an opinion with respect to Parts
I, II and V in which Stevens, O'Connor and Souter joined, and an
opinion with respect to Parts IV and VI in which Stevens and Souter joined.
"Stevens and Souter filed concurring opinions. O'Connor filed
an opinion concurring in part and dissenting in part. Kertnedy.filed
an opinion concurring in part, concurring in the judgment in part
and dissenting in part, in which Ginsburg joined. Thomas filed an
opinion concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part, in
Rehnquist and Scalia joined."It's enough to make a lower court judge cry, or at least blink a
lot.
Many legal scholars think today's high court resorts to such contortions much more than its predecessors did. Chief Justice
Rehnquist- agrees,- and in recent years has tried to sell his colleagues on the idea that they have an obligation to speak with more
institutional clarity whenever possible.
No court member has filed fewer concurring opinions than
Rehnquist this term. And although he's cast eight dissenting votes
in the 74 signed decisions, he has not once spelled out his disagreements in his,own words. Instead, he has joined the dissenting opinions of othOs.

v

Rehnquist leads by example. The trouble is, scholars say, too few
follow.
And maybe the chief justice has to shoulder some of the blame.
- Some justices grumble in private that Rehnquist, generally popular
--frith fits colleague,.discourages wide-open debates at their elanddoor conferences in which first votes. are cast.
Rehnquist is known to consider the posturing and arm-twisting
best left to memos, not face-to-face confrontations. But this is a
court that sometimes clearly needs to vent.

^

Price may be too high
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton has staked the
reputation of his current term, in
large measure, on his ability to
get control of state government,
reduce its size and improve its
operation.

Blind Vendors Committee wrote
a letter excoriating the idea of a
merged aggncy. The Kentucky
School for the Blind advisory
board did likewise. The Kentucky
School for the Blind Charitable
Foundation Inc. weighed in.

His cabinet secretaries, understandably, have taken this philosophy to heart and have cast
about, looking for places to — in
the parlance of Patton's Empower
Kentucky program — reengineer, downsize, mechanize,
improve efficiencies.

There have been others in what is
turning into an orchestrated,
politically savvy effort.
The demonstration, its tone and
the reaction seem to have caught
the cabinet off-guard, which only
begs more questions.
Apparently the cabinet didn't
do its homework on what
prompted the creation of the
department in the first place.
Legislators were not consulted.
Egos and interests were not
assuaged.
And what is the benefit? To
save maybe $500,000 per year,
which amounts to less than one
one-hundredth of one percent of
the state's General Fund?
Cain appears to be out front on
his own on this one. Although he
has repeatedly said the merger is
planned, Patton has signed no
executive order making it formal.
There is a rule of thumb in
politics to pick one's fights, to
weigh the cost vs. the benefits.
Patton may decide price of saving
this $500,000 may be too great.

But it should have come as no
surprise to the administration that
there is some suspicion among
those who might be re engineered, mechanized, downsized or made more efficient. The
surprise is that, in at least one
glaring case, it did come as a
surprise.
It is the case of the Department
for the Blind, a relatively small
agency that serves a distinct and
attentive audience.
Workforce Development Secretary Rodney "Biz" Cain seized
upon the idea of merging the
Department for the Blind with the
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation. In a two-page "fact
sheet that explains the logic
behind the planned merger," the
cabinet makes its case that services to blind people can be

improved and money saved in the
process.
By merging administration,
accounting, budgeting and purchasing, eliminating duplicate
offices in some communities and
training counselors to deal with
blind people, Cain said $2 milliOlr could be saved in four years.
But it's not quite that simple.
There is a cost involved with all
of this effort to save. In this case,
the cost is political. And it is
steep.
Some historical context is
appropriate. It was in 1976, after
years of fighting, that the Department for the Blind was created as
a separate entity by the General
Assembly. Prior to that, the services from state government for
blind people were contained in a
bureaucratic arrangement much
like Cain proposes. But then, as
now, it was more than that.
For the blind, having a separate
agency has always been a matter
of self-respect, self-reliance and

dignity. It was persistence and
the troops of blind people crowding the halls of the Capitol that
persuaded the legislature to create the agency, which ordinarily
would have been an executive
function.
Now that specter of blind people'trooping to the Capitol is
back. Already, there has been a
scene of parades into Gov. Paul
Patton's office, with blind people
chiding Cain and accusing him of
insensitivity.
Priscilla Rogers, the commissioner of the department, resigned in protest after Cain asked
her to write letters to legislators
in support of the proposed merger. "Having been in this field
for all of my professional career,
I believe profoundly in the need
for a separate agency for individuals who are blind," Rogers
said.
The result has been predictable
for everyone with an institutional
memory that extends to 1976.
The chairman of the Kentucky

1••

Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 14 — The Evening Post, Wellington, New Zealand, on
- China's nuclear policy:
China's latest nuclear test and its plan for one more must not be
allowed to imperil final negotiations on the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty under way in Geneva. If any sense- is to be made of this
nuclear business, it is imperative to convince China of the stupidity
of its September test plan without jeopardizing Beijing's apparent
intention to sign the treaty at the U.N. General Assembly session
the same month.

China and the United States are deadlocked over on-site inspections in the event of a suspicious release of energy in a signatory
state. The disclosure that U.S. intelligence sources have uncovered
deployment of Chinese-built Mll nuke missiles by Pakistan ... will
not help tempers in- Geneva.
These reports underscore the need for negotiators to understand
that if China cannot be trusted about a weaponry accord, more
complex verification procedures will need to be so watertight as to
make denials nigh on impossible.

Support changes with vote
WASHINGTON (AP) — Campaign finance reform is an idea
PERSPECTIVE ON
whose time never seems to come,
despite years of promises and torrents of talk.
Senate and House campaign
spending has multiplied six times
over since Congress last enacted
&nodded Press columnist
major legislation on contributions
and costs, two decades ago.
The task is one of self-reform
That could become a factor
in an arena of rival political interthis fall in closely contested conests. "Time after time we have
gressional races, to Republican
talked about reform — particularadvantage
since they've got more
ly when it is an election year —
money to spend. When the rules
but in the end we have done
change, one side or the other inenothing," Sen. Christopher Dodd,
vitably benefits. That's one of the
chairman of the Democratic
obstacles in reform efforts.
National Committee, complained
Incumbents, and the party that
before the Senate did just that,
controls Congress, fare best
again.
under the current system.. The
Republicans blocked action in
Federal Election Commission
this year's installment with votes
reports that during the 15 months
against ending Senate debate.
ended March 31, political action
That avoided a direct vote that
committees contributed $44.8
would have been awkward in a
million to Republican congrescampaign year, aligning their
sional
candidates and $33.2 milmajority against a politically
lion
to
Democrats. During a simipopular cause.
lar period while Democrats conThe issue will be back, of
trolled Congress, their candidates
course. A Republican, Sen. John
got $46 million, Republicans just.
McCain of Arizona, was a leadunder $24 million.
ing sponsor of the bill, and he
The FEC said incumbents in
said there will be reform, maybe
both parties got $65 million,
next year, "because the people
challengers $13 million, from
demand it."
political action committees, PACs
But not now. "It is too impor_
:_for short,

poisrics

Waiter Mean

address—light at this point
in the heat of a national election
debate," said Sen. Trent Lott, the
majority leader. He said there's
nothing to be lost by waiting
since no changes could be effective in this campaign anyhow.
The Senate shelved the issue
on Tuesday; on Wednesday, the
Supreme Court added another
piece to the campaign firiane
puzzle by ruling that political
...parties can spend unlimited sums
on behalf of their congressional
candidates as long as it is done
independently, and not coordinated with the campaigner

'nv

Those are fund-raising grtups
organized by businesses, unions,
interest blocs and the like, to

raise money from their members
and contribute it to candidates.,
Ironically, those groups, which
would have been banned or
sharply curbed by the bill the
Senate spurned, grew out of the
1974 reform law that limited
individual contributions to candidates for Congress.
PACs — the FEC study
counted 4,294 of them — can
give a candidate $5,000 for each
election, which means up to
$10,000 a year.
The bill also sought to limit
Senate campaign spending, with
free and cut-rate television time
and mailing privileges as incentives because it can't be done by
law. The 1974 law prompted by
Watergate included spending limits, but the Supreme Court ruled
that unconstitutional two years
later.
The reform dilemma since has
been to find a way to reinstate
spending curbs, which do cciver
presidential candidates as a condition of the federal campaign

Just drop us a line ...
Reader and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
agrees and telephone number included in case verification is necesasry(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typeand Should be on topics of general Interest. Utters must not be
moriSolItin SCO words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to etilltreondense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Lean should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledges
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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.subsidies they can get. Democrats
had sought public financing for
congressional candidates, too,
when they ran Congress, but that
was blocked by GOP veto and
filibuster.
The House is expected to con-,'
sider campaign finance legislation later in the summer. But
nothing is going to be settled this
year. So the issue will persist.
President Clinton endorsed the
Senate bill a day before it was
blocked, recalling his 1995 handshake pact with House Speaker
Newt Gingrich to set up a reform
commission, which hasn't been
done yet.
Before he resigned from the
Senate, Republican Bob Dole
proposed that a bipartisan commission study reforms and report
to Congress early next year. He
said the issue "threatens to erode
the trust" Americans have in
their government.
Reformers say it already has,
that overwhelming majorities
believe special interest contributions affect votes and win favors.
McCain said reform would not
cure cynicism, but could keep it —
from turning into contempt and
alienation.
Spending in House and Senate
campaigns for the 1994 elections
totaled .$724 million, about _six._
times what was spent in 1976.
The average cost of a winning
Senate campaign was more than
$4 million, up from $600,000.
And when opponents of the
reform bill said Americans spend
more money than that on products like yogurt, McCain
countered:
"There is not a crisis of confidence in the yogurt industry."
EDITOR'S NOrE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club is scheduled to meet Wednesday, July
3, at 11:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. All members and
interested persons are invited to attend.
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Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday

ind
ght
nly

All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
spouses will meet for a breakfast fellowship on Wednesday, July 3,
at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call Frank Brandon.
753-8394.
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Singles (SOS\- to meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, July 2,
at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall. St. Leo's Catholic Church. Persons are
asked to note the change in meeting place. Don Hellkamp of Murray
State University will speak abOut "How To Be Weil." The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Larry, 753-9395, or Jane, 489-2046.
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Health Express lists stops •
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure, pulse, and two hour blood sugar screenings
at all stops during the month of July. Also available is a Stool for
Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Wednesday the express will be
at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3
p.m. Friday's stops will be at Woods & Wetlands Wildlife Center,
Canton, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at Lake View One Stop Grocery
from 1 to 2:30 p.m.

Garland reunion on July 6
Descendants of the late Frank and Mary Elizabeth Garland will
have a reunion on Saturday, July 6, at 11 a.m. at the Blues Pavilion
at Kentucky Lake State Park. A potluck meal will be served. For
more information call Charlotte McClure at 753-9656..
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Calvary Temple plans celebration
The fourth annual Fourth of July celebration .at Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church of God, Highway 641 South, will be Sunday,
July 7, at 6:30 p.m. Featured will be outdoor church service, weather
permitting; food; game ,booths; and fireworks•at dark. All proceeds
will be used to sending. Youth to church .camp.

Dexter-Almo meeting Tuesday
Dexter2Almo Fire Protection District No. 4 Will meet Tuesday,
July 2, at 7 p.m. at the No. 4 fire station at Almo. All residents of
the area are urged to attend.

Adult Great Books will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight (Monday)
at 7 p.m. at-Calloway County Public Library. Jim Anderson will be
- leader for the discussion of the book, The Knight of Faith by Kierkegaard. All persons who have read the book are invited to take part in
the discussion.

Local centers plan program
"Roots and Wings: Raising Resilient Children" will be a prqgram
by Calloway County Family Resource Center and Murray Youth
'Services Center starting Tuesday, July 9, and continuing for
six
weeks on Tuesday. Registration is limited to 20 and is required by
July 3 with a fee of $5.95. For more infOrmation call Jill Alton at
753-3070 or 753-3879.

Blood pressure checks scheduled
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Free blood pressure checks will be given on Tuesday, July 2, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Dexter Center potluck on Tuesday
Dexter Senior Citizens will meet Tuesday, July 2, at 9:30 a.m. A
potluck Meal will be served at noon. All interested senior citizens
are invited.
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Oaks'events planned
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
July 3.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Laura Parker and Burlene
Brewer as tee-off chairmen. Persons are asked to note the earlier
golf time. Pairings will be made
at the te-e.
Winners of golf play on Wedrx

nesday, June 26, have been
released by Martha Enix and
Mary Alice Smith, tee-off chairman, as follows:
A tie for First Place - Jan
Och0a, Henry Montgomery, Dot
Finch and Mary Alice Smith;
Shirley Wade, Carolyn Woods,
Martha Enix and Joanne
Honefanger;
Second Place- - Irene Woods,
Sue Wells, Kitty Steele and Beth
Schroader.
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Jodi Manning

Manning
is named
Jodi Manning has been recommended for the multiple year
award for being named to Who's
Who Among American High
School Students for three years.
She is a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High School._ She
was named as Outstanding Service award from DECA which
she was chapter president her
senior year; received American
High School Scholars award her
junior year; nominated to attend
National Young Leaders Conference at Washington, D.C., her
junior year; and received Most
Valuable Golf Player award her
sophomore year.
Manning is the daughter of Joe
and Cheryl Manning of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Robbie Brittain of Almo and Harmon Lewis of Murray; and greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Mary Butler of Almo and Mrs. Hazel
Crimmins of Exeter, N.H..

Monday, July 1
Calloway County Athletic Boosters
Association/7 p.m./Board of Education
building.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Callaway Public Library.
Murray Lodge No. 105 FriI41 and
Accepted Masons/7 p.m./lodge hall.
Murray Woman's Club Executive
Board meedng/6:30 p.midub house.
Murray-Calloway Camera Club/7
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
AA closed special interest study
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Anxiety and Panic Group/6:30
p.m./Muehleman Pschological Services. Info/753-0181 or 759-4117.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women/6:30
p.m./Shoney's.
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Betty Sledd Group
picnic w/Rebecca Cunningham/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church-wide
visitation/6:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
at 6:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
-Tuesday, July -2
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Almo.
Community Improvement
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Home/4:30 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395,
489-2046 or 767-0342.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Murray Art Guild.open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Tikos/9:3p1 %Ai,Story
'"F4otirtfht:30 'a.rtv •

Golfplay Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, July 3.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Sherry Gibbs as hostess.
Persons are asked to note the earlier time. Those not listed in the
lineupe4but desiring to play, may
come and be paired at the tee. If
a person is unable to play call
753-3049.
The lineup is as follows:

Bogard, Betty Jo Purdom,
runnerup;
First flight - Karen Hart, Diane
Villanova, runnerup;
Second flight - Betty Scott,
Margaret Shuffett, runnerup;
Third flight - Barbara Gray;
Fourth flight - Peggy Veal;
Low putts - Sally Crass.
Winners of Murray Country
Club- Ladies Member/Guest tournament on Wednesday, June 26,
Tee 1 - Frances Richey, Nancy _ have been released
by Diane VilHaverstock, LaVerne Ryan and Martha
lanova and Barbara Gray, coSue Ryan;
chairmen, as follows:
Tee 3 - Barbara Gray, Patty ClayChampionship flight - Jerlene
pool, Claudia Berry and Peggy Veale;
Toe 4 - Ann Brown, Betty Scott,
Sullivan and Tammy Gingles,
Anna Mary Adams and Rowena
first; Mary Bogard and Leta TayCullom;
lor, second; Betty Jo Purdom and
Tee S - Billie Cohoon, Billie Wilson,
Sherry Gibbs, and Peggy Shoemaker,. Linda McDade, third; Lisa Carver
Toe 6 - Norma Frank, Edith Garriand Anna Duke, fourth;
son, Margaret Shuffett and Rainey
First flight - Freda Steely and
Apperson;
Murrelle Walker, first; Frances
Tee 8- Sally Crass, Evelyn Jones,
Hulse and Glenda Hughes, secKaren Hart and Venela S. Ward;
ond; Evelyn Jones and Melissa
Too 9. Frances Hulse, Diane VillaBrisco, third; Inus Orr and Marinova, Betty Lowry and Inus Orr;
lyn Chatman, fourth;
Tee 10 - Betty Jo Purdom, Mary
Bogard, Sue Outland and Lisa -Carver.
Second flight - Betty Scott and
Winners of golf play on WedAnn Coleman, first; Cathryn Garnesday, June 19, have been
rott and Sue Veazy, second; Edith
released by Evelyn Jones, hosGarrison and Martha Broach,
tess, as follows:
third; Dana Stonecipher and
Championship flight - Mary
Yvette Pyle, fourth.

It's the sale you've been waiting for!

The Big Summer
Clearance Sale
All merchandise in-stock 20% off
Christmas China az Pottery 30% off
Tables of Clearance items 50% off

e
refEEKLY

•••

Tuesday, July 2
Coffee Break/9:30 am./Martin's
Chapel UMW Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Club/First*Presbyterian
Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Dexter Center Senior activities/9:30
a.m.; potluck at noon.
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizen*
. activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Weigh Down Workshop/7:30
p.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Info/767-0880.
Esther Sunday School Class of
Memorial Baptist Church/2 p.m.

Tuesday, July °2
Grace Baptist Church Library bpen]
10-11:30 am.
First United Methodist Church
Quilters/9:30 a_m.; Education Work
Area/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Parents Day.
put/9 a.m. nd..3 p.m.; WMU Visiting
Ministry/3 p.m. in Room 301; Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.:' Kathleen Jones
group picnic/5:30 p.m./City Park.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Murray Moose Lodge officers
meeting/6 p.m.; regular meeting/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-415 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m

We Will Be

CLOSED
July 4-14, For Vacation
Re-Open on Monday, July 15

9
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JCPenney Styling Salon
(Murray, Ky. Only)

Bring in this coupon and receive

$5.00 OFF
any one of the following services
Hair Cut
Reg. $17.00
Color Service Reg. $40.00 and up
Perm
Reg. $45.00 and up
-

Phone 759-9811
'Not good with any other discount or coupon
me
mim
ma um

NI=

New Wave
Pool Open!
1
0
60
0
$1:0
?exc•- •
Cyri s
-00e!
River•
Slides!
WEEKLY SPECIALS

%)01ke9Va‘‘t

OPEN DAILY: 10 A.M.-7 P.M.

WACKY
WEDNESDAY

THRIFTY
THURSDAY

With any Pepsi
product label, or can.

Bring a group of
15 or more & receive

$2.00
off
per person

$2
00 off
general admission.
Not Lulu., %Eth after 4

(One person must pa
Jr, r4rr-rr

tor the group ,

,M,rr

Two Miles East of Exit 40, 1-24, Eddyville!'KY • 502-3148-7999

Good Food
Fast Service-Convenient Location

This Week's Special
Large B-BQ
Fries and
Medium Drink

$379

Friday Night Buffet

e 95

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried Chicken, Hick- 0,
ory Smoked Ham,Food Bar, Salad

Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink

BONUS BALL #1

pRoGREssivs
00

$50sox
0

500"

Place Ain't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food

.4--.730NUS BALL #2

753-0045
11100
"+
Builds Ws•Klyi

Every Tuesday Evening 7pm
Cards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Halo Road
at $i:00
— ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY —

Plays 12
flames

Featonng nightly specials at el per card or $2 tor den Specie'gay over 7
Refreshments candy end FREE popcorn served.

Bridal Registry a Gifts
111 South 4th Street 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square

11011.-Frl. 10 am .1:30 p fn.

Chestnut St.
Murray, KY
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Loss of big names hurts Wimbledon

JIM
LITKE
AP Columnist

Norman
calls own
fouls at
Hartford
He didn't throw a forearm at
an opponent, hurl insults at a
-- broadcaster - or - fling- _ a cup of
Gat6rade—at-a -citheraman, but
Greg Norman still got himself
tossed out of a tournament this
weekend. Actually, he tossed
himself. Midway through the Greater
Hartford Open, Norman learned
the- ball he used the first two
rounds,. while otherwise conforming to the rules of golf,
was not properly labeled. The
problem was this, and this
alone: Instead of being stamped
"XS-90," the ball read

•

Somehow, that lack of a zero
was noticed by an official from
Maxfli, the company whose ball
Norman plays, and whose prototypes he often tests. That official called Norman's Florida
home Friday night, and he
learned of it from his wife soon
after. Despite being five strokes
off the lead, as well as the
defending champion and the
biggest gate attraction at Hartford, he called tournament
director Ben Nelson and turned
.himself in.
"The ball was stamped
wrong," Norman said Saturday.
"That's all it was. It's an
iihrottiiriate rniStake."
You can imagine the reaction
of some of his sporting brethren
when they opened the sports
section Sunday morning.
- "Albert, check this out.
Remerribei Greg Norman? The
guy whose year couldn't get
worse? It. did. Turns out he's
playing a tournament and he
finds out his golf ball has no
zero. -So he tells the man in
- charge and — get this — his
w e.e k e n ',s
done.
Unbelievable."
"I don't buy it. Off by a
zero? That's it?"
"That's what the story.
says. •

4

"No way. They caught him
corking a club or something."
"Uh-uh. Besides, you can
cork the equipment in golf."
"Then it was something else.
He head-butted someone."
''No."
"Slashed someone. Drew
blood,"
"Neither."
• "High-sticking. Steroids.
DUI."
"No. No. No."
"Then he said something
nice about that whacked-out
-dictator, what's his name?"
"Not that either. I'm telling
you what it says here. Norman
finds out he's shy a zero on his
ball, he dummies up, he's
gone."
"Well 'then, dummies up is
exactly
—
qaybe so. But one of the
• most enduring charms of golf is
that players still call their own
fouls.
It's hard to imagine even the
most exemplary sportsmen,
Michael Jordan, for instance,
calling a foul on himself during
any basketball game anywhere,
even in his driveway against his
own kids. That's just the kind
of competitor Jordan is — on a
basketball court.
But he also plays golf to a
10-handicap or so, and when he
does, it's a safe bet he claims
every foul he has coming on the
golf courA. The game has that
effect 'on people.
It has since the Scots first
shaped golf to fit their tortured
.. notion:of fairness. But it's an
See Page 7A

Cl

P1
Graf remain favorites

By STEPHEN WADE
Associated Press Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— The second week of Wimbledon has arrived, the first chance
for seeded players to face each
other.
But where have all the seeds
gone?
And where have the fans gone?
Andre Agassi, Boris Becker,
Monica Seles and a record number of other seeds are out of the
tournament and attendance is
down by 9.615 from last year.
The quick loss of marquee
names has hurt. So has the
nation's preoccupation with the
European Soccer Championship,
which brought the country to a

dead-stop last week when England played Germany in a semifinal before an 80,000-sellout at
Wembley Stadium.
A 24-hour subway strike didn't
help either and, after two straight
years of sunshine, the weather the
first week turned British-bleak —
gray and chilly.
Then there's the "Tarmac and
Tea" factor.
-• - .
A grassy picnic area where
thousands of blanket-toting, lowbudget Wimbledon fans used to
lounge; is now a construction site
for the new No. 1 Court. Picnickers have been shunted off to a
paxed-dver. area,
But all will be forgiven if the
unimaginable happens and a Bri-

ton makes it to the men's quarterfinals. That hasn't happened
since 1973, and no British man
has won Wimbledon since Fred
Perry in 1936. But in this
strangest of Wimbledons, perhaps
this could be the year.
Britain's No. 1 Tim Henman is
a solid grass-court player — and
he's in the bottom half of the
men's draw, where American
Todd Martin is the only seeded
player left.

•

•

II See Page 7A
File photo

Pete Sampras remains the. favg-..
rite to win his .fourth straight
Wimbledon title.

a

Rockies,
Dodgers,
go wild

Paducah
dominates
HT tourney
Saturday

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
Hopefully, Tommy Lasorda's
doctors didn't let him watch this
one.
In fact, it was a good thing
Lasorda wasn't with his Los
Angeles Dodgers this weekend
for a wild four-game series
against the Colorado Rockies.
Lasorda, who is expected to be
released from a hospital this
week after surgery for a clogged
artery, missed a doozy of a series
at Coors Field, capped by Colorado's 16-15 'Win Over Los
Angeles on Sunday.
The four games had it. all: 85
runs. A three-homer game by
Mike Piazza on Saturday. Consecutive six-homer games by the
Dodgers. Three homers on three
pitches by Los Angeles hitters.
And six steals in one game- by
Colorado's Eric Young on Sunday in the longest nine-inning
game in NL history.
And just think, the two teams
will do it again beginning July 4
in Los Angeles.
This weekend's fireworks will
be tough to match, though.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Jeremy Hunt (right) and doubles partner Steve Gardner of Mayfield celebrate a
point during the
18-year-old doubles finals of the Hawaiian Tropic Junior Championships
at the Bennie Purcell Courts
Saturday. Hunt and Gardner won the championship with a 6-3, 6-3 victory over Jared Comille
and Ben
Higdon of Paducah.

II See Page TA

Staff Report
Murray. Ledger & Times
- Two Murray. teams won
doubles championships, while
Paducah tennis players walked
away with the most titles at
this weekend's Hawaiian
Tropic Junior Championships
at the Bennie Purcell Courts at
Murray State.
Local teams dominated the
Girls 18 doubles division,
sending two teams in- -the
championship match. Murray's
-Elizabeth Blackford and Leigh
Haverstock knocked off Kim
Howard and Mary Kay Howard of Murray,-6-'2, 6-3- in the
Girls 18 championship match.
Jeremy Hunt of Murray
teamed with Mayfield's Steve
Gardner to win the Boys 18
doubles title. Hunt-Gardner
defeated Paducah's Jared
Cornille-Ben Higdon 6-2, 6-3
in the finals.
Hunt took a runner-up finish
in the Boys 18 singles, falling
6-4,. 6-3 to Cornille in the
championship match.

Weibring wins Greater Hartford
By DONNA TOMMELLEO
Associated Press Writer
CROMWELL, Conn. (AP) —
It wasn't just another golf tournament for veteran D.A. Weitiing.
"I had a lot of emotions going
on," Weibring said Sunday at the
Greater Hartford Open. "I knew I
had a chance to win today, and
that was important giving what
I've experienced this year.... All
the time I worked out when I was
ill. ... I thought about having a
chance like this. And I had it
today."

Weibring took advantage of the
situation to win his fifth title —
but more Importantly — the first
since his career was abruptly
interrupted when he was diagnosed with Bell's palsy earlier
this year.
He got more than a little
encouragement from his 16-yearold son.
"You deserve to win this,
you've been through a lot," Matt
Weibring told his father, who
held a one-stroke !cad entering
Sunday's final round.

Weibring was unrelenting and
got stronger as the round progressed. After bogeying the first
hole, he paned eight consecutive
holes and got into a poSition to
pull away at the turn.
Weibring, 43, admitted to
being rubber-legged at times and
not having full vision in his right
eye during the GHO, his first
tournament in three weeks. He
said he drew a lot of motivation
from his son.
"I kept telling him 'I want to
see you today. I want to talk to

you.' And he met me and we was one of the happiest losers the
walked together to the 10th tee," tour has seen in a while.
Weibring said.
Although a win has eluded him
He went on to get all four of since 1993, Kite said he knew he
his birdies on the back nine — played like a winner even though
the most challenging half of the finishing four strokes back of
course at the 'CPC at River High- Weibring.
lands — and finish with a
"I'm very, very confident right
now. 1 feel great about my
10-under -270 total.
"I've always prided myself on game," Kite said after shooting a
being able 'to perform my best 2-under 68. "When I get that win
down the stretch," Weibring I know I'm back."
said.
Tom Kite didn't do too badly, • See Page 7A
either, in finishing runnerup. He

Dream Teamer Shag seeks insurance

time has increased because of the eightday moratorium on trades and signings.
Agent Leonard Arrnato questioned the
size of the policy the Olympic organizing
body was carrying on O'Neal, and USA
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
Basketball agreed to pick up the cost of
AP Basketball Writer
any additional policies O'Neal takes out.
CHICAGO(AP) — Shaquille O'Neal, a
Gary Payton's agent said he would
free agent as of 12:01 a.m. this morning, increase a $25 million policy to $50 milhas to wait until July 9 to listen to offers. lion this morning.
In the meantime, he'll be playing for the
.The moratorium, agreed to by the
Olympic team and wondering whether the league and the players' union last Friday,
Lakers., Magic or someone else will pay took effect today and lasis through noonhim $60 million for four years.
EDT, July 9. O'Neal, Payton and Reggie
Nothing would ruin the payday like a Miller, all free agents, will be practicing
broken leg, torn anterior cruciate ligament- --and playing iiiidrdte Dream Train all the
' or something worse, and his agent spent while.
__j_
- _ the weekend making sure O'Neal had
Training camp was scheduled to open
enough insurance now that the waiting ,at-I0 a.m. today at Moody Bible Inclitute•

Asking $60 million
over next four years

"It's only training camp, and the risk is
miniscule because they're in such a controlled environment," Armato said, "but
you have to make sure their policy is
sufficient.
"Shag obviously needs more protection
than Reggie Miller, and we've secured as
much insurance as the market will bear to
protect him during this period of time
when he'll be a free agent
:
"
The team will practice for two hours
111

See Page 7A
Foto photo

Free agent Shaquille O'Neal his
increased his insurance while competing
for the Olympic Drown team In Atlanta,
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▪ Wimbledon...
FROM PAGE 6A

backseat this year. But there are
Untouched by the upheaval, still a lot of players playing.''
however, is three-time defending
But many of them are little
champion Pete Sampras and his known without a program.
defending and sixcounterpart
Eleven of the top 16 seeded
time women's champion Steffi men failed to get past the rest
Graf. Both are through the first three rounds, the most since seedhalf of the fortnight and stronger ing began 69 years ago. The botfavorites than a week ago.
tom half of the draw is guaran"You know, this Wimbledon teed to produce a first-time
has been strange with all the finalist.
upsets and Boris (Becker) hurting
The most obscure names are
his wrist," Sampras said. "Soc- -probably Germany's Alexander
cer has been so popular, it seems Radulescu and South Africa's
like Wimbledon has taken a Neville Godwin, two first-time

BRIEFS
Kentucky boys earn split with Hoosiers
INDIANAPOLIS(AP)— Indiana's girls did their job before Kentucky's boys
salvaged some-pride for their state with a 106-99 triumph Saturday night. Thevictory prevented the Bluegrass State from being swept in the annual twogame basketball series between the two Ohio River rivals for the first time
since 1987.
LaRon Mims, a 6-foot-1 point guard, consistently picked -holes in Indiana's
defense while scoring 33. points. His total was the 10th highest by a boys
player from either state and the fourth best by a Kentucky player since the
series began in 1939, tying the total scored by Allan Houston in 1989.
LaMont Barnes also played a crucial role, scoring 23 points and pulling
down 21 rebounds for Kentucky. Indiana Mr. Basketball Kevin Ault led the
Hoosiers with 20 points and Jaraan Cornell had 17. Carl Sykes led Indiana off
the boards with 11 rebounds and had 15 points.
Indiana's girls did their part by rallying from a 14-point deficit at halftime to
defeat Kentucky 68-57 in the opening game at Market Square Arena.

Mayfield-Post 26 takes two in Jackson

Shaq...
FROM PAGE 6A
on a two-week tour around the
country before the Olympics. The
U.S has its first game in Atlanta
Ally 20 against Argentina.
Charles Barkley,' David Robinson, Karl Malone, John Stockton
and- Seottie- Pippen return from
the 1992 team, while Mitch Richmond played in the 1988 Games.
O'Neal, Miller, Payton, Anfernee
Hardaway, Grant Hill and
Hakeem Olajuwon are first-time
Olympians.

•Rockies...
FROM PAGE 6A
"We just were not going to be
denied today," Rockies manager
Don Baylor said. "All I knew
was we had the last at-bat. If we
stayed close, their guys out of the
bullpen were not going to contain
us. Of course, we couldn't stop
them either."
The R 'Ales -had 20 hits and'

the Dodgers 18 as the teams used
11 pitchers in the 4-hour, 20-minute game — the longest nineinning game in NL history,
eclipsing the.4:18 between the
Dodgers and San Francisco in
1962.
Young tied the major-league
record with six stolen bases,
including three in the third.

FROM PAGE 6A
anachronism that survived for a
reason. It makes for less whin-,
ing, less time-wasting, and
because every one. is responsible for himself, ultimately it
results in less cheating and
more honest, more honorable
behavior.
In the golfing world, the-only
sin greater than failing to call a
foul on yourself is forcing an
opponent to do it. Norman felt
Mark McCumber made him do
just that last year irLa dispute
-that spitted- over in) public
view. Neither man has forgotten
it. Nor have their peers.
A reputation for doubledealing is a tough thing to
shake in any sport. Albert Belle
and Dennis Rodman can complain all they want about extra
attention from officials, but at
least they have teammates to
help them hold it together. In
golf, there are no teams and a
reputation is like having a hand
at the small of your back and
one foot out the door.
The 13 regulations codified
as the "Rules of Golf" in 1744

In other fourth-round matches
scheduled for today,.No. 3 seed
lyanisevic played Australian Patrick Rafter. No. 10 Stich faced
Dutchman Richard Krajicek, and
No. 13 Martin played Thomas
Johansson of Sweden.

Sponsored By:

have grown to 34. An accompanying volume, "Decisions on
the Rules of Golf" now numbers almost 500 pages.
It's hard enough making honest mistakes. Television viewers •
turned in Craig Stadler once for
laying down a towel to keep his
slacks clean while trying to hit
a ball from his knees. Another
phone-in pro got Paul Azinger
penalized for moving pebbles
with the toe of his shoe while
trying to hit a ball out of a
pond.
But golfers take their responsibility even more seriously. In
what might be the best-known,
but hardly the only such case,
Tom Kite once called a movingball penalty on himself that no&
one but himself could have seen
and lost the tournament by one
stroke.
And so, when Norman realized what had happened, he did
what golfers have always done.
"You live by the rules of the
game," he explained.
Even if sometimes you die by
them, 'too.

•Weibring...
FROM PAGE 6A
The 46-year-old Kite came
back from being four strokes over
par after the first nine holes of
the tournament. But Kite knew
that cold, blustery and wet conditions at the TPC at River Highlands course weren't conducive

The fifth remaining seed is
16th-seeded Frenchman Cedric
Pioline, who was set to face Sampras today in the only men's.
match between seeded players.

SCOREBOARD

•Norman...

JACKSON, Tenn. — Led by strong pitching performances from two Murray
High Tigers, Mayfield Post 26 claimed two victories at the Jackson tournament last weekend. In Game 1, Stephen-Crouch (3-0) allowed just three runs
on five hits (12 strikeouts) in a 5-3 complete-game victory over Milan, Tenn.
In Game 2, John David Poynor (4-1) worked five innings and gave up just
three runs on four hits (10 strikeouts) in a 13-3 five-inning win over Gibson
County.
Murray's Preston Weatherly set the pace at the plate in the two games,
picking up four hits. An the second game, Weatherly went 3-for-4 with two
home runs and five RBIs. Calloway's Todd Monahan had three hits in the two
games and Crouch picked up two.

every day this week„tben leave
Friday for an exhibition game
against the U.S. junior team led
by Tim Duncan of Wake' Forest.
Unlike in 1992, the Dream
Team will not scrimmage against
a .team- of college—all-stars.- In
fact, no outside competition will
be brought in.
The team assembled for a dinner Sunday night and met the
executives and representatives
that will be traveling with them

Wimbledon players who were
scheduled to meet in the fourth
round Monday.
Godwin, ranked 223rd in the
world, got there when three-time
Wimbledon champion Becker
retired from their third-round
match with a freak wrist injury.
Raddlescu made it riding a
tournament-leading 91 aces.
The top half of the bracket is
still heavy with big names: Sampras, two-time Wimbledon
runner-up Goran lvanisevic an'd
1991 champion Michael Stich.

for making a strong run.
"D.A. played so well and
starting out with a three-shot lead
I know we were going to have to
really, really go deep. The conditions that we had out there today
really were not allowing," he
said.

•ö• ••••••••••••••••••
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Pouf* StRite

lane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
{TA,' o•nao

a

ihi$,•••••<1
.

753-9627
.Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Tres CDT
EON Division
W
L Pet. 'GB
Nevi York
47 32
505
Boltkroono
42 36
4,4
538 Toronto
36 44
450, 11A
Boston
.34 45
430 13
Detroit
23 58
284 25
Centre! DivieiOn
W
L Pct. GB
Cleveland
49 31
613
Chicago
46- 34
575 3
Mitasukes
40 39
506 8A
lAnnuota
38 41
481 10A
Kanus City
34 47
420 15A
West Division
W
L Pet. GB
Texas
48 12 .600
Seattle
42 36 .538 5 •
Calfornia
. 41
40 .506 7A
Oakland
38 43 .469 10",
Sunday's Genies
Toronto 15, Misraukeis 2
Boston 9, Detroit 4
Baltimore 9. New "Yoik 1
Mnnesola 5. Kansas City 2
Seattle 4, Texas 3 .,
Callornia 1, Oakland 0
Cleveland 4, Chicago 2
Monday's Games
Baltimore (Coppinur 2-0) at Toronto (Kungen
7-5). 1205 pm.
Kansas City (Haney 5-6) at Cleveland (Nagy
11-1), 6705 p.m.
kenaukas (Sparks 3-6) at Detroit (Mures 4-3),
605 pm
Boston (Clemens 3-6) at New York (Key 3-6),
6,35 pm.
kinhuota (Aguitera 1-2) at Chicago (Sirotka
0-0), 7,05 p.m.
'
Texas (Grose 8-5) at California (Langston S-3),
915 p.m.
Oakland (Wengen 2-6) at Seattle (Wagner 1-1 ),
905 p.m.
•
Tuesday's Gaines
Kansas City (Belcher. 6-3) at Cleveland (Ogea
3-1), 6-05 p.m.
Mtivaukee (McDonald 8-3) at Detroit (Lire 5-7).
6.05 0.m.
Baltimore (Endraori 4-6) at Toronto (Ouantn1(
4-8), 635 p.m. .
Boston (Moyer 4-1) at New Yolk (Rogers 6-3),
6:35 p.m,
lAnnesota (AkIrsd 3-5) at Chicago (Fernandez
7-4), 705 p.m.
Texas (1411 8-5) at Can:villa (Bookie 8-3). 905
p.rn.
Oakland (Johns 5-9f at Seattle (Wells 9-1), 905
p. m.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Diviaion
W
L
Atlanta,
SO 30
Montreal
47 33
Fiords
39
New York
37 43
Philadelphia
32 47
Central Division

Pet,
625
588
488
463
406

GB
—
3
1+13
17A

:011
513 —
512 —
480 2A
475 3
450 5

St Louis
Houston
Cincinnati
Chicago
Pittsburgh

41 - 39
42 40
16 39
38 42
36 4.4
West Division
• L
San Diego
43 39
Las Angeles
42 40
Colorado
40 39
San Francisco
16 43
Sunday's Games
Montreal 6, Rhiledelpliti
Chicago 6. Cincinna0 0
St Louis 10, Pittsburgh 3
Houston 9, New York 3
Colorado 16, Los Angeles 15
San Dego 7, San Frandsco 4
Atlanta 5. Florida 4
Monday's Games

Pet
GB
524 —
512 1
506 14
456 -5A

Atlanta (Avery 6-7) at Montreal (Rueter 5-4),
12.35 p.m.
Coiotado (Reynosa 4-6) at San Francisco (Wilson 6-8), 3:05 p.m.
New York (Jones 7-4) at Philadelphia
1-6). 635 p.m.
Chicago (Navarro 6-7) at Pittsburgh (Darwin 6-7).
635 pm
Cincinnati (Schourek 4-5) at Si, Louis (Alamos
7-4), 7:05 p is
Flonda (K Brown 7-5) at ficuston (Hampton 5-4).
705 p.m.
Los Angeles (CandiOtti 5-3) at San Diego (Worrell 5-3), 905 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Colorado (Rib 9-4) at San Francisco (Gardner
7-3), 2.35 p.m.
• Atlanta (Meddux 8-5) at Montreal (Corrdw 3-5),
635 p.m.
New York (Harnisch 4-4) at Philadelphia (Sarin- .
ger 1-6), 635 pm.
Chicago (Telsmaco 3-40at Pittsburgh (Z Stroh
4-5). 6..35 pm
Cincinnati (Salield 4-2) at St. Laing (Wigan
2-2), 7:05 p.m.
Ronda (Weathers 2-1) at Houston (Wall 6-0).
7:05 pm
Los Angeles (Astado 3-6) at San Dieoo (Valsn&lie 4-5), 9:05 p.m.

DayvrNigh

Summer

1
1
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If you're looking for something to
• do
this Summer,try the fun and
• excitement
of Martial Arts lessons!
• You'will have a great time and
wonderful benefits of
1
4° enjoy the
0
IF
Martial Arts
our professional
• Program including:
• • Self Defense SkillS to help
• you and your family'
feel safe
• -and secure.
• • Confidence, to make positive
• choices this Summer.
• • Discipline, to reach your goals
• and be successful in fife.
•

INFOLINE
1-800-811-8157
Phone Access To Your
AccountInformation

• Add Martial Arts lessons to gour
itt
• Summer plans and we guarantee to
• "Double Your Summer FUN!!"
Available onlg at:

Now it's easier than ever to access your bank account infbmiation.
VVith a touch-tone_ phone you
. can inquire about the balance,activity,or rates
—ts
--liun
ofyour chedung,savings,certificate ofdeposit or locin—Taca
All this is possible at the touch ofa button froni any‘%There in the continental U.S.anytime,dayor night! Gill us for rnoi information

1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, Ky.
15th St.

PeoplesBank

>
•

•
•

wy. 641

•
•

Beginner Classes Are
Starting Now!

Of Murray,Kentu
MAIN OFFICE,5TH & MAIN • NORTH BRANCH,12111 & CHESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH,I2TH & STORY • MSU TELLP MACHINE,CURRISCTR
PHONE 502-767-2265
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DEATHS
Edgar Gilbert Mohler

Sarah.Earhart
Sarah Emhart, one month, Todd Road, Murray, died Thursday, June
27, 1996, at Kosairs Children's Hospital, Louisville. She was born
May 2, 1996, at Murray.
Survivors include her mother, Lisa Earhart, one sister, Stacy Gillum, and one brother, Aaron Gillum, all of Murray.
Preceding her in death were her grandparents, Rosco and Sarah
Earhart.
GravCside servittt were today•at 11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
The Rev. David Brasher officiated. J.H. Churchill'Funeral Home was
in charge.- of'arrangements.
•

Mrs. Ethel Merle Sturdivant

Mrs. Ethel Merle Sturdivant, 97, Paris, Tenn., mother of Mrs. Myra
Nanny of Murray, died Sunday, June 30, 1996, at 1 p.m. at Henry
County Nursing Home, Paris.
She was married July 24, 1919, to John W. Sturdivant who died
Oct. 30, 1977. She was a member of First Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.
One grandson, Lester Glenn Nanny Jr., five sisters, Annie Sinclair,
May Lefler, Ida Webb, Minnie Lee Anderson, and Della Alice Shallow, and five brothers, George A., Crawford M., Robert A., John B.,
and William L. Sinclair, preceded her in death. Born Feb. 16, 1899, in
Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late George A.
Sinclair and Minnie Cunningham Sinclair.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Myra Nanny and husband,
Lester, Murray, and Mrs. Virginia Hendrix and husband, Vernon, Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Ms. Nelle Sinclair, Memphis, Tenn.; one grandson, Stephen G. Nanny; four great-grandchildren; three stepgreatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Jerry Massey and the Rev. Charles Orr will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Sinclair, Ralph Anderson, Charles Boren
and Charles _Hart,. nephews. Burial will follow in Maplewood Cemetery, Paris.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).

.Ewing Ivan Thompson
Ewing Ivan Thompson, 78, South Ninth Street, Murray, died Sunday, June • 30, 1996, at 7:50 a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
Born Oct. 13, 1917, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Ewing Thompson and neneritta Barnett Thompson. Also preceding
him in death were one sister, Mrs. Jewell Hurt, and three brothers,
Roy, Euie and Robert ThomOson.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Linda Lahndorf and husband,
Scott, Haffoldsburg, and Mrs. Sandra McClure and husband, Gary;
Murray; two sons, James Thompson and wife Brenda, New Concord,
and Gary Thompson and wife, Lucretia, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Vannie Hurt and husband, Ouis, and two brothers, Alfred Thompson and
Elvin Thompson, all of Murray; five grandchildren.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Elm Grove Cemetery.
The Rev. Paul Bogard will officiate.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray from 5 to 8'
p.m. today (Monday).

• Charles Leon Beale
Services for Charles Leon Beale were Sunday at 2" p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Montgomery
and the Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery officiated. Mandie Green was
organist.:
_
•
Active pallbearers were Steve Owens, Pearly McClure, Jo McClard,
VirliS Vickers, Charlie Gibbs and Nicky Ryan. Honorary -pallbearers
were his co-workers at General Tire at Mayfield. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr: Beak-, 43, Westwood Drive; Murray,- died —Friday, June 28,
1996,- at 12:27 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. His death
was from a Massive heart attack.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marilyn Simons Beale; two
daughters, Shannon Denise Beals and Katie Konrad, Murray; one son,
William Charles Beak, Jacksonville, Fla.; one br4other, Joe Carl
Beale, Richmond.

Edgar Gilbert Mohler, 86, Benton, died Sunday, June 30, 1996, at
3:14 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired employee of Kentucky- Highway Department, he was a
member of Mount Olive Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 25, 1910, he was the son of the late P.E. Mohler and
Nora Usrey Mohler. Also preceding him in death were one daughter;
Rachel Wilson; three sisters, Gussie Haley, Jesse Mohler and Adel
•Guaire; and one brother, Morgan Mohler.
•
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Addle Mohler; one daughter, Mrs.
Judy Edwards, Murray; one son, Jackie _Mohler, Brewers; three
brothers, Myrvin Mohler and Emil Mohler, Benton, and Robert Mohler, Lone Oak; six grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home. Lake Riley will officiate. Burial will follow in Brewers
Cemetery.

Russell Parker
Services for Russell Parker were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. David Cunningham and the Rev. Kenneth Todd officiated. Music was by Brenda Vercycken and Teresa Kaliberer, vocalists, and Roger Hutson, pianist.
Pallbearers were Burlin Woods, Roger Hutson, Irvin Lee Parker,
J.T. Todd, Cotton Eldridge and Mike Cunningham. Burial was in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Parker, 77, Hazel, died Friday, June 28, 1996, at 9:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jeannie Hutson and husband,
Butch, Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Robbie Bradley and Mrs. Nelmer
'Thompson and husband, Ivan, Murray; four grandchildren, Roger Hutson, Shane. Rust, Johnny Rust, and Terry Batey; five greatgrandchildren.
.

Mrs. Sarah Ealey (1-Iink) Galloway
Services for Mrs. Sarah Ealey
(Hink) Galloway were Saturday
at 12:30 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn. John Fredericks officiated.
Burial was in Ratteree Cemetery,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Mrs. Galloway, 64,. Murray,
died Wednesday, June 26, 1996,
at her home.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Brenda Valentine and
husband, Barney, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Liessa Beecham and
husband, Gary, Mansfield, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Tressia Barksdale and
husband, Billy, McKenzie, Tenn.;
one son, John David Johnson and
wife, Susan, Springville, Tenn.;
one stepson, Steve Ferguson; two
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. Prices as of 9.AM

FREE! For kids ages 3-12

Company

Price

Chg

Tractor Pulls on
Dow Joan bd. Avg. 54é6.45 « 11.12
DJIA Previous Close........56S443
Air
- 'Is
AT &
62'/. + 1/4
Bell South
+
Brigp & Stradoe.....-- 41 • 'Is
Bristol Myers SquIbb—Wh • 'Is
CBT Corp. Ky.s.....22,/s11 23/
1
2A
Clrysler.....-..............6211/16 + $/16
Dean Foods.....--........243/4 mac
Ford
+ 1/2
General Metric
+ 5/16
General Motors...........52'/s + 1/4
sec
Goodyear
+ 1/6
IB
+
Ingersoll
- 'Is
,K-Mart.....................12$/. + 1/4
K U Eaerv
297/s sec
LG&
• 'Is'
Mattel
« 'h
McDonald'
+ his
Merck
+
J.C. Penney..................... sr Peoples First•......... 222/115 222/4A
Quaker Outs..........-.34,/16 + 3/16
Is
Texaco........-.......—../41/6 + 9.
Time Warner..--------- 391/4 sac

• Whet& Lyons ts a market makes in Ole
stock
UNC - prat unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Aqd,t,onal
at or
Avaliebb
-;
Upon Request

HILLIAlkD
LYONS

June 4 at 1 pm.
June 5 at 3 p.m.
Dune Bugg %kill be at the Street
Fair on the 4th from 9 a in - 4 p in & 1
at Famih Da N from Ipm -8pm

For more info. call
719-2199 or
800-715-5004
)

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St

OPENS TUESDAY
AT 9 A.M.
CORN AUSTIN'S

BARGAIN
BASEMENT
Men's and Ladies

sisters, Mrs. Mary Sue Owens
and Mrs. Dorothy Jean Jones,
Orlando, Fla.; five grandchildren.

Downtown • Murray

Veterinary Service
vs WestsideWelcomes
Dr. Dania Koym
Dr. Darla Starks Koym

Westside Veterinary Service is proud to welcome Dana Starks
Koym,D.V.M. to our staff. Dr.Koym received her DVM degree in
1976 from Texas A & M University.

Dr. Koym has experienced in many practice situations and is licensed to practice in
Texas,New Mexico,Ohio,Florida,Virginia and Kentucky.She previously worked as the
Consulting Colony Veterinarian.for Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico.
She is interested in all aspects ofveterinary medicine as well as exotic animal medicine.
Dr. Koym was born in Murray and has relatives in Benton,Hardin, and Murray. Dr.
Koym's parents are Kenneth and Evalyn Starks ofBenton,Kentucky.She is married to
Lt. Col. Ray Koym. They have three daughters named Jamen, Lara, and Gabrielle.

1271 Robertson Rd. South • Murray • (502) 753-6749

The Money You Need.
The Service You Want.
Why go out ofyour way
forfinancial services,
when you can get everything
you need right here.
Since 1945, Kentucky Finance Company
has served customers across the
Southeast with over
. .1-0 locations.
Come on in and meet our friendly team.
Whether you need a personal or
home equity loan for home
improvements,a vacation,or just to
pay off some hills, you'll always feel
right at home with Kentucky Finance.
Just complete the application belowl<1'
ltiitt)il to:

506-N North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-2621
Fax 502-753-2648
9-5 Mon.-Thurs.
9-6 Fri.

Preserve Your Name For
Generations To Come... 4

Sitting from left to right: Carol Downey
(manager), Terri Boggess. Standing from
left to right: Jackie Thurman, Sheila
Mohler and Angela Jackson.
Yhe

KENTUCKY
i FINANCE
The Money You Sleed. The Service You Want.

Since the choosing of a memorial is
possibly a new and unfamiliar experience, we
want to offer you our caring assistance.

Complete Indoor
Display for Year-Round
Privacy & Convenience

stsmonthlyincome' is: s
YOU need no disclose alimony. thikJsuppim or miuntetuinve
paymenis if you do net at us to consider arm for your loan

\10l NT RI QI I Ill
2

Are you currently employed' .1 yes

Name
11 OR! SS

Ii

J no

Employer

Ise worked there:._

• Large Selection of Granite Monuments
• Cemetery Sandblasting
• Guaranteed Cemetery Foundations
.• Mausoleums

J less than one year
years
J
_I more than 3 years

I J Rent J Oscn my home
Ise lord there
.J less than one year
J I 1 years

• ',1111

-I more-than three years

Anylime by appointment
4

Hours: Mon.-Fri 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

i)-teot birth

SOClal 'netitnlyS

Heritage Monument Co.

KENTUCKY
'..FINANCE

ii

Signature

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray •'759-1333
• 7
Ntr
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Section B

July 4
thru July 7

1 Saturday - Jane 29 1

*Music with a Bang!
*Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks Extravaganza

*Freedom Fest,
Beauty Pageant

Sunday - June 30

Pri4fL:„ mil 5
*Freedom Fest/KBSI-Fox
Family Fun Day
,
in the, Park
•
*A Bark in the Park
*Max Hurt
Memorial/Rotary
Golf Tournament
*YMCA/Mattel
Kid's Parade

*"Liberty" Patriotic
Mucical

Thursday - July 4
*O.B. Boone Memorial
'
Breakfast
*VFW Veterans'
Memorial Service
*Lion's Club 5K Run
*National Scouting
Museum Community
Appreciation Days
*Hazel Antique Dealers
Association Dealers's
Choice Sale (July4-7)
*Lion's Club Old
Fashioned Street Fair
*From Fest/Pepgi
Art & Craft Fair
*Cards -N- Comics Show
*Briggs & Stratton
Murray Main Street Mile
*Optimist Club's "Biggest
Small Town Parade
in America"

Dr.

a to

Saturday - July 6
*Freedom Fest
"Make A Difference Day"
*Storyfest '96
*WSJP/WBLN/WNBS
Countrj, Music Fest '96
*American Red Cross
Tennis Tournament
(July 6-7)
•

July 12-14
*Freedom Fest
Murray Heat
Baseball Tournament

For Freedom Fest information, or to
receive your FR FF. Freedom Fest
Events Guide. call 759-2199.
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A draft study recommends that Tennessee Valley while allowing
residents reasonable access to the
TVA establish a new policy to
protect the shoreline of lakes in the , water, TVA Chairman Craven

p

in
the
ico.
ne.
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TVA to consider new shoreline policy
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line facilities that have permits from
Crowell announced today.
"We are considering adopting TVA would not be affected.
new standards that would improve
In preparing the draft EIS, TVA
how TVA oversees residential ac- examined the effect of shoreline
cess along our shorelines," Crowell development on water quality,foresaid. "Residential development sts, fish and wildlife habitats, aesalong the lakes is increasing,and we
thetics and public recreation opporwant to better manage shoreline tunities. TVA also looked at how
development and where it occurs." development would impact income,
A draft environmental impact jobs and property values.
statement on shoreline manageThe deadline to comment on the
ment, based on public comments draft EIS is August 31. interpreters
received by TVA,offers six alterna- can be provided for the hearing
tive approaches to development impaired attending the public meetstandards for lake front property. ings by calling TDD-632-1411 at
TVA will hold a series of 11 least two days prior to the meetings.
public meetings in July and early
Based on public comment, TVA
August to obtain public commenton
will decide which alternative should
the draft report. The meetings will be adopted early next year. For a
be from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. at each copy of the draft EIS, call 1-800location.
TVA-LAND or write Tere McDoThe preferred alternative in the nough,TVA Land Management, 17
• draft EIS would replace existing Ridgeway Road, Norris, TN 37828.
guidelines for shoreline development with more formal standards
' that protect the environment. It also
calls for TVA to designate sections
of the shoreline as unsuitable for
residential access, such as environmentally sensitive areas.
LYON, France (AP) — In a
Ruben Hernandez, TVA's vice
rare rebuff by allies, President
president of land management, said Clinton
was taken to task Friday
that without a new policy, an esti- - over U.S. efforts
to penalize
mated 63 percent of the shoreline international companies that trade
could be developed for residential with renegade regimes like
Cuba
\ use. TVA's preferred alternative and Libya.
could result in-about 48 percent
"I don't think economic retaliresidential development, according ation is most effective. Taking an
to Hernandez.
entire population hostage is not
"We believe that the preferred elegant," French
President
alternative represents a balance.be- Jacques Chirac, host
of this
twe,en the demand for development year's seven-power economic
around our lakes and the need to summit, said in remarks pointedly
protect the environment," said Her- aimed at the United States.
nandez. "We obtained public input
Chirac's sharp comments came
before we developed the alterna- after he announced an economic
tives,and now we want to hear what communique that took
issue — in
the public thinks about them."
the bland language of diplomacy
The alternatives are based on a — with U.S. legislation designed
broad range of views expressed by to impose economic sanctions on
the public at meetings, by letters and companies that do business
with
by phone calls since the shoreline countries the United
States has
study began in 1994.
designated as terrorist regimes.
TVA's preferred alternative in- The dispute came just a day after
cludes requirements for a vegetative Clihton won the leaders' support
shoreline buffer and limits on the for a package of measures to
size of docks. It proposes educa- counter terrorism.
The - seven-nation statement
tional programs and landowner incentives to solve problems such as, said the trade sanctions would be
shoreline erosion. Existing shore- "in contradiction with" recently
liberalized global freer-trade
rules.
The dispute spilled over into a
heads-of-state lunch. Several
itAI.
A
leaders criticized the U.S. policy
and Clinton's support for it.
"The president pushed back
hard on the issue of needing
fairly to
confront terrorist states,' said
Daniel Tarullo, a White House
aide.
The unusual note of disharmony came as the so-called

am.

• -06, oil
BERNARD KANE/Ledge S 'Imes photo
The Murray Rotary Club awarded $3,500 in scholarships to' area students during a presentation Thursday at Seven Seas Restaurant Pictured are $1,000 winners Preston Weatherly and Kristine Hokans and
$500 award winners Cassie Maness, John Futrell and Nathan Garvin.

Clinton rebuffed at summit
Group of Seven powers — the
United States, Britain, Japan,
France, Germany, Canada and
Italy — issued a mostly upbeat
joint economic statement.
The leaders sat down -with Russian Prime Minister Viktor _Cher- nomyrdin, a stand-in for Russian
President Boris Yeltsin. The
United States had already termed
"offensive and deeply disturbing" comments by Yeltsin's new
security chief that foreign religions, including the Mormon
Church, should be banned.
Rumors that Yeltsin had suffered a health setback swirled
around the economic summit.
Russia's foreign minister insisted,
"The president is healthy. Sometimes he loses his voice." White
House spokesman Mike McCurry
said Clinton would take it up
with Chernomyrdin.
The summit's economic communique called on all countries to
avoid "taking trade and investment measures that would contra- •
dict" global trading rules administered by the World Trade
Organization.
America's trading partners
contend that a law signed by
Clinton earlier this year following the downing of two civilian
aircraft by the Cuban military is a
direct violation of WTO rules.
They are also unhappy with
separate legislation supported by
tlinton that would punish foreign
companies doing business with
Iran and Libya, accused by the
United States of supporting international terrorism.

Top Rated Tools
On Sale
$199"
Annual Percentage Yield
.4•0? onta:

12 MONTH
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
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ee weed',
14" bar & chain
•30cc 1 8ci
The new 017 from Stihl.
Incredible price on this new
lightvaiigfilgaVirWith inarkable power

•

•

$129"

.•

The Stihl FS36 trimmer,
rated #1 by a leading
consumer magazine, has
all the power and durability
- you expect from a
Stihl-built tool_ With a 2
year consumer warranty.
. .

Blest info a greet rote at Peoples First. Our REO,HOT Certificate of Deposit
will only be available July 1 through July 3, 1996, se lot fast. Take off to
your nearest Peoples First section fi open your R
H or CO.

111 Peoples First
Member FDIC

Ballard County
(502)665-5121

Calloway County
(502) 753-1893

(502) 247-5513

Livingston County
(502) 988-3329 .

Marshall County
(502) 395-8341

McCracken County
(502) 441-1200

Graves County
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•APY is gcUrate as Of6/25/96 and assumes interest is paid semiannually. A penalty will be Imposed for early withd' rawal. A $500minimum balance is required Even the account and obtain the annual percentage yield. Ciller avallableJuly 1 through)*3,1996.

U.S. allies bristled at what they
viewed as meddling in their own
affairs with such "secondary
boycotts." Canadian Prime
Minister Jean Chretien said,
"Unilateral applicatiOn Of nation- al law is, _unacceptable"
U.S. officials acknowledged
the dispute with allies, but
shrugged off the discord at the
session in this French industrial
city.
"Every summit we have been
at there have been some matters
that we disagree with our summit
partners on," said Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin.
Following up on Thursday's
anti-terrorism declaration, the
administration released a list of
40 specific proposals for fighting
terrorism and said Clinton would
press summit partners to endorse
them on Saturday.
The list, largely a update of an
earlier one calling for joint
efforts. at combating international
crime, included proposals for greater law enforcement cooperation,
'seizure Of terrorist assets, safeguarding travel documents from
, fraud and a "crackdown on cybcr
crooks."
In addition to being rebuffed
on the terrorism-trade-issue. the
United States also lost a fight
with Germany on a proposal to
sell 52 billion in international
gold reserves to help provide debt
relief for the world's poorest
nations.
While U.S. official's insisted
the final language did .not close
-the 'door to such sales in the
future, German officials stressed
that their opposition remained
strong. "We don't want the IMF
(International Monetary Fund) to
sell the famity silverware," said
a German official.
The summit communique also
suggested the/growing "globalization'? of various economies
held out the promise of raising
living standards in most countries. It also praised progress on a
year-old package of reforms to
strengthen the ability of international financial institutions to
detect and deal with future
Mexican-style financial crises.
It also endorsed further remov• al of trade barriers, calling for a
deadline .of December 1997 for
reaching a sweeping agreement to
lower barriers in financial
services.
World leaders managed to get
in a stroll through a nearby park
that had been closed to the public
and capped their day with dinner
at a two-star restaurant in this
city famed for its gastronomical
delights, followed by a fireworks
display. French police threw a
tight security cordon around the
area where the leaders were to
dine.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

$149"
Stihrs top-rated BG72
blower makes leaf blowing
-a bt-At --Clean sidewalks
driveways, decks, garages,
gardens and other hard to
reach places Opticrial vac
attachment only 295S

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

The Nuniber- One Selling Chain Saw Worldwide STINE.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependabk Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Murray Home I Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray
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Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-2571 753-4110
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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CLASSIFIED

10:
Pa
fro

• CLASSIFIED AD RATES

TOZLIZE

P.iiPiClY Ada •
•$6.00 Column Inch

CALL

40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3ril Run.
(.45 .1 AA* Its' INNIS1 40ev Prod)

$2.00 per column inch extra for 00
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
320

Reader Adl

C25

C3C
30C per word, $6.00 minimum
04C
1st cloy.60 per word per day for
0.5C
each additional consecutive
cloy. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for '90
blind box ads.
370
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepgia 39C
A $2.00 Ste win be required to make 43C
any changes to ad anis; deadline. 550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
L ego Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
,oV & F pun°
FARMERS MARKET
Equipe-43-f
& 9.jpyes
& Suppi es
ock.ce
Fee(' & Seed

360
370-D90
'DC

010

010

1-0941

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

120
130
140
150
155
160

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cots
Voris
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

10
180
195
2CO
210
220
240
260
380

ORO

100

Nelp
Wanted

ORDINANCE NO. 96-1070A
An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, so as to zone a certain tract.of
land owned by Joe Hal Spann and located in
Crossfield East Subdivision as R-2(single•
family residential).
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor .
Jo--Crass
SS City -Clerk
Summary prepared by Win. Donald Overbey, City Attorney.

1.000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes Pre° info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Sept
96 100 East Whitestone
Blvd Suite 148 345. Cedar
Park, Tx 78613
AVON $8-$15/1v 'No door
to door No min 'order
Bonuses benefits
1 &0C-'7-.4640- Ind slis
rep
COMPUTER users
needed Work own hours
520k to $50kiyr
1-800-348-7186 x 486

DEPENDABLE babysitter
ORDINANCE NO. 96-1071A
needed for 6mo old EvenAn ordinance further amending zoning ordiing,_ shift starting July 15
nance number 794 of the City 13f'Murray, . Preferably in my home, but
Kentucky, so as to rezone a certain tract of
is negotiable If interested,
„please call 5023452811
lancl.-locat*d on Spruce Street, Murray,
Kentutky, from Floodway to Industrial.
DETECTIVE Private PriWm. N. Cherry
vate Investigator Trainees
Good
Wages
SS Mayor
502 329 1517
Attest:'Jo Crass
SS City Clerk
EARN up to 1 000s weekly
processing mail Start now
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overno experience Free sup
bey, City Attorney.
plies information No obligation
Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks Dept 14
3208-C, East Colonial Dr
No 308 Orlando Fl 32803

CANCER
INSURANCE

PSYCHIC READINGS by -FULL time Receptionist
Mrs Anne Tells past pre- Assistant for local dental
sent and future Advice.on office Send resume to
No age limit to apply If
all affairs of life Palm & P0 Box 1040 T Murray.
your present policy is
Tarot card reading a;so KY 42071 over 10 years old, it
available 767-0,508 208 S FULL time opener position
may not cover some of
12th Murray
the newer treatments
& day help Apply in person
such as chemotherafter
2pm at Arby s 507 N
Overweight'
Try
TIRED"
apy •For free informaTri-Chroinalue an -natural- 12th No phone calls
non call
products Call Brenda please'
Jerry McConnell
759-2546
HEAVY Equipment Opera
Insurance
tors OPERATORS with
753-4199
EXPERIENCE operating
nan
cialm seN,ce..
Cranes, Excavators GradCard
er., Baci.heer.---iarc,ap
---- al-ThanksFREE Pregnancy Tests
ers needed for work in
Lifehouse 753 0700
Western Kentucky EX
CELLENT WAGES, deALTERATIONS Ruth s
pending on experience and
We wish to exSee & Sew 753 6981
ability Please phone
press thanks to Dr. - 502-442 5793 or mail re,
ENJOY good food & free
Robert Hughes and
sume -to P0 Box 532 Paquality kitchen products"
ducah, KY 42001
Host a Pampered Chef
staff at _Primary
Part), n your home Call
HIRING full time presser
Care,
2nd
floor
Brenda 759-2546
No experience required nurses and staff at
Apply in person No phone
HOUSE of Clothes now
MCCH, Blalockcalls Big B Cleaners Cenopen Mon-Sat 9105 Sun 1
Coleman & York
tral Shopping Center,
to 5 Nice consignment cloMurray thing $1 00 Buys mens
Funeral Home for
women children jeans
I LL pay you to lose weight
their - assistance
sweaters sweat shirts
and expression of Get paid to lose up to 30lbs
dresses 13 Miles from
in the next 30 days 1000/,
sympathy from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
Natural• 100% Guaran
4.99-2243 or 753-6981
friends and neighteed no exercise required
Doctor recocrimended Call
NEED a Tutor" Exper
bors.
502 354 9404
erred Elementary school
The family of
teacher will tutor grades
LOCAL corporation seeks
James L. Shaffer
'K-6.$10/per hour Ph
motivated CADS' Engi
759-584S
neering Technician to gen
erate drawings maintain
files, assist in design pro facts and plant engineering
Send resume to Engineer
mg P. 0 Box 1040 M Mur
ray -KY 42071
".0
C

470
450
485
490
495
500
510
520

060

Legal
Notice

Notice

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Heip Wanted
Cglg
kornestic & ChlICICare. 230
Situation Wonted .250
Business OPPcxtunitY
290
i•Ishuction
530

REAL ESTA1E RENTAL
280 'VOL,e Ho^)es for Pent
255 Mobile Horne Lots for Pent
Business Rentals
3
Wont To Pent
Aportmeriq For Pent
320
Poorris For Pent
330
340
Houses For Pent
30C
or Pen' or Lease

r OCC

Wiggins Furniture
Store
Quality Bedding & Furnishings
Friendly Service
Free Delivery & Easy Terms
Up To 36 Months Financing

753-4566

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now.
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed - issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated.
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.
MCCOPneli

Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

POSITION open tor motivated and enthusiastic indi
vdual that is serious and
ready for an _outstanding
career opportunity with a
nationwide distribution out
let Strong computer skills
are required and must have
ability to work well with the
public An associate degree is required. or at least
two years experience in the
business management
arid or marketing area
Send resume, in conft
dence that includes work
references to P 0 Box
-571. Mayfield, Ky 42066
POSITIONS now available
at Shoney s of Murray Day
cook night cook MIT and
day salad bar attendent
Apply in person
SALAD ,bar prep & atten
dent rreeded Mostly
Weekends-and night shift
Apply at Seven Seas Re
staurant Wed Sat between 4pm & 5pm No
Phone calls please Ask for
Paul
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring grill cook Apply in
person Mon 'Fri
S51,TTPletzlN-Slieetimiekal
taking applications for qual
Ified installers & laborers
Call 753-1404 Mon Fri,
84

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

753-1916

Help
Warted

n•-••••••••-•-"
.
- -.- -

•

t

istto.
410
540
560
570

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile. Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Horne Loans
Peal Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Soie
Farms For Sole
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column'
Wonted

No..
Fundolaws

check th• fist intedlon of
their ads for any error: Murray
Ledger & Minas wIN be re:porta:41e lor or* ono Incorrect insertion. My rem
should be reported Irnmediately so corrections can be
made.

WAITRESSES & kitchen
help wanted. Apply in person at Knoth's B80, Hwy
641 N No phone calls
please.

Mon.-Frl, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Dome** are 2 days
In adyancol

8/1/96 - 12/15/96
8/1/96 • 12/18/96
8/1/96 - 12/19/96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
contract met, $6.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
$5.54/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

'

Tobacco Workers Needed

JACKSON PURCHASE
AGRICULTURAL CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Position Opening for:
ASSOCIATE-ACCOUNTANT*Associate Degree in business, accounting,
finance or related field OR
*Three years accounting experience with one year
computer experience required
*Position located in Mayfield, Kentucky
*Salary commensurate with education and
.experience
Applications will be taken on the following days at
the following location:
Friday. June 28 through Friday, July 5 at the
Employment Services Office at 319 S. 7th Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
EEOC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Medical Help Wanted
Home Health Nursing Supervisor
Looking for a mangement change of a new
challenge? Purchase District Health Department
has an opening for a Community Health Nursing
Supervisor who will coordinate the Home Health
Branch for Calloway and Marshall Counties. This
position is based in the pleasant community of
Murray, KY.The supervisor will also manage staff
at a satellite office in Benton, KY.The successful
applicant will coordinate a staff or-individuals
representing various disciplines in home health
and should have skills in people management.
communication, and scheduling. Applicants
shouldliave a current Kentucky Registered Nurse
license and minimium of three telive years nursing
experience based on education.One to two years of
experience in ,a community health setting preferred, by may be waived for an applicant with
experience in nursing managment or administration. Use of a personal vehicle is required, with
mileage reimbursement.
This is a management position and beginning
salary will be based on trainingand experience,
however the ininimium bi--weekly salary would be
$1053.00. There will be a 5% to 10% I:wreak
during the first year of employment. The position
is under the KY Local Health D.Merit System
and will enjoy all the benefits of thatsystem.There
will be generous fringe benefits with eleven plus
holidays per year. Work days are seven and one
half hours, and most working hours will be
Monday through Friday. We maintain a pleasant
working atmosphere
Applications may be secured at any
Health Center, or at the Purchase District
Administrative Office, 320 North 7th
--Streel, Meyfie3d;40.1 Questions about the
position may be directed to Jeanette Berry.
RN, MSN at 502-444-9625. Applications
will be accepted until the position is filled.

-
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210

10HP, 30in cut, Craftsman
lawn mower, with bagger. A-FIREWOOD for sale.
Used 3 six.isons, excellent _437,41667
condition, $450. 2 Schwinn
FIREWOOD. 436-2562.
bicycles, his & hers, lOsp.
PIM
Very nice condition,
220
$ttO/ea. Call 435-4549.
12FT Fiberglass sheets,
$3. While they last Paschall Salvage, Y. mile from
Hazel. 498-8964.
13" COLOR TV & Super
Nintendo combo, $150.
759-2314.
COMMERCIAL Tahning
unit, 44 bulb stand up unit,
10-15min tanning.
759-4713, 9am-6pm.
DYNA 16" neon yellow
bike, bike CSITIOr, ,hunter
green Chaise lounge. All in
excellent condition. Call
753-9674 before 11pm.
NO Payment, No interest
until Jan of 1997. Our low
7.9% interest on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors. Lambs Small Engine,
Industrial Rd. 7534925.

BL(
turf
tea
$35
Sal
-Hru

Cato

ray
Wo
Shs
753

19;
Hot
stern
und
bloc
$10

Musical
BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano, MIDI capable. Full size keyboard.
Never needs tuning, excellent condition, $1000.
75325778.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

RIDING mowers, push
mowers, tillers. 753-8292.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length.
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
SHARP 7200 plain paper
copier, reduces/ enlarges,
$800. 753-6069 leave
message.
SOUND Design stereo w/
cabinet, $150. Cosco high
chair, $25. Toddler bed w/
mattress, $40. DP Weight
bench, $20. Easy Glider,
$20 492-6183 after 5.30.

Experienced salesperson for a well established, local telemarketing company.-Excellent benefit package which includes Medical,
401K _etc. Outstanding pay package for a
dynamic, motivated individual. Good hours,
good- working Londiuons in a friendly envi=
ronment.

Please send resume to P.O. Box
1040R, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Application held in the
strictest confidence.

Tobacco Workers Needed
7/26/96 - 9/21/96
7/27/96 - 9/21/96
7/29/96 - 9/20/96
8/1/96 - 9/20-96
8/5/96 - 9/20/96
8/5/96 - 9/22/96
•
75% time guarantee, all tools Provided,free
housing to those beyond local recruiting
area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $6.00/hr. - cutting/
housing. $5.54/hr. - setting/stripping. Contaet 10610 State Eihployment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers
Needed
1/1/97
75% time guarantee, all tools'provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2.
contract met, S5.54/hr. - cutting, housing,
sctting, stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

WEIGHT set,. WA TM 20
$150 436-2525.

198

COM

cluc
345-

-- 1904
•shin

199(
Roo
extra
i utilit
park,

2BR,
_ Colo

3BR,
treat(
16x8
wood
nano
Call 7
742MU
bile
bath

MOVE

901-:

2BR
753-5.

20F
centn
limits

NEA1
• trasl
4100/

REDL
lot,
-200w
from F
leave

Tobacco Workers
Needed
7/22/96-10/1/96
7/24/96-10/15/96

7/24/96-10/1/96
7/30/96-10/1/96

' 7/30/96-10/10/96 8/1/96-10/15/96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
contract met, $6.00/hr. - cutting, housing.
S5.54/hr. - setting, stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

1
PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as-a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-Class molding operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules. Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend. The starting
pay rate is $6.20 and tops off at $8 84. Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact:

Murray Employment Agency .
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150

Vinyl
•

Cf

An ,Equal ,Opportunity Employer - MIF/Di'V

TIE Slabs for sale,
$4 /bundle
Call
901-586-4450
-V.5 SHOPSMITH saw 10'
blade on stand with casters Good condition, converts to drill press. %'
Chuck, some basic wood
chisels,.pi $550 or trade
for yard tractor or trailer of
squat value. Live in a tin
house (trailer), no room in
storage at Northwood Storage
in
Murray
502-436-5261

191
24K
batt
dry4
car;
Prii
753,

iful

PAY PHONES. Excellent
condition, Used &mos. Call
489-2973 before 2pm.

CLAgSIFIFD

EMFLOYFR.

vac
49E

14x

OFFICE HOURS:

Tobacco Workers Needed

OWN your own business. ...COUNTRY blue couch
Mini? Mart near Kentudcy.Prchair. Call 753-0716.
Lake. Also included, housMATCHING couch and
ing or collect the income
seat, maroon, teal,
love
Call
Cenfrom the duplex.
lyr old, perfect
beige,
blue,
tury 21, 753-1492. Ask for
condition, $300. 753-7096
WANTED: Block & brick Rebecca.
layer. • Cail 7arn- 330pm.
SOFA/ Loveseat set. Ivory,
TRAVEL /gent needed in 502-559-8166,
PAY PHONE ROUTE. 35
_ .
pillow back. Perieot-condithe,Paducah area Full time
-Local & established sites.
- Earn up to $1500 wkly. tion, scotchguarded. New
position Experience pre WANTED: Helper for Car$1200, asking $850. Call
fer.reci Send resume to. pet Installation. Call 1-800-696-4980.
753-2508.
75316459. .No experience'
Lisa Brown, 3121 Pansa
necessary
Paducah,
Dr.
KY 42003
SOFA, loveseat, 2 end
120
070
tables, matching sofa table.
WANTED Person to work
Domestic
Zenith console color TV, 2
Common
stock, warehouse, and lim& Childcare
recliners. All excellent conited assembly_Pnce Cutter
286-12 COMPUTER with dition. 753-2753 after 6pm.
houses'
is my color mooitor, $195. 386
(old Kroger, bldg) Apply in CLEANING
753-2922 before 5pm.
business. Reliable. Call SX-16 computer with VGA
person
Linda 759-9553.
color monitor and CD Rom,
190
769-9901.
UNIVERSITY Heights Apts HOME & Office cleaning. $395. Cell
Fee
is seeking part time mana- Daily, weekly, summer
USED Computers, bought
EquiPellent
ger for new Complex open- cleaning. Ph Valerie, and sold Call 767-0858
RED Belly Ford tractor in
ing soon Please call Mon- 759-5021
good condition, 13hrt on
Wed-Fri. 8 30am-1 30pm WILL clean houses.
140
Reamajor overhaul. Have re502-726-1459 Equal Em- sonable rates. References.
Wait
ceipts, hour meter, new box
ployer Opportunity
To Buy
437-4064 ,
blade 6', new rake 6'. Used
ANTIQUES by the piece or bushhog 1'4 yrs, pond
collections. 753-9433 day scoop, used, have no need
or night.
for it, $3000. New rear tires.
502-436-5261.
estates
ANTIQUES: Entire
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
8/5/96 - 9/14/96
200
492-8646 days, 753-1418
8/10/96 - 9/15/96
Spoils
. evenings
8/10/96 - 9/22196
EVAPment
CASH paid for good, used
8/12/96 - 9/10/96
rifles, shotguns, and pisGUNS,'buy, sell, trade
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,free
tols. Benson Sporting 436-5650.
12th
S.
519
Goods,
•
housing to those beyond local recruiting
HANDGUNS, Rifles. ShotMurray.
area, transportation & subsistence paid
guns, Quality Leather Holwhen 1/2 contract met. $6.00/hr. -- cutting/
WANT to buy on Contract sters, Ammo's & Access.
housing. $5.54/hr. - setting/stripping. Conor Rent with option. 3BR
BNB Fyearme. 439-2980.
•
,
tact local State Employment Service Office.
country home. Fixer upper
is fine. Ph 759-1184.
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839
SUBWAY is now looking for
an enthusiastic and hardworking mature person to
be trained for position of
manager Please mail resume to 508 N 12th, Murray, KY 42071

NUM OPPOR

•.•
••••

270
365
420
430
435
440
450

Master Card

$6.

160

Busbies
Opportunity

-

,

MERCHANDISE
Comp.rers
Fr Sole or Tract°
Wont To Bay
Artkcles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnisrlings
AnnqJes
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscol
Miscellaneous
TV & Rodi0
Pets & Supplies

• ADJUSTMENTS
Adveitts.gs are requested to

KT
Di
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m'. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting bourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
If you have what4sakee to work"w4hI4141 iN0ficPsirost-toyinakeis pleats:
.contact.
-Marrow Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
,Murray, KY 42071
‘,.
502.759-2150
or: MOON
-- - • 11:-.
1711;: P_...p
4..i.VIV.
-

Yoi
doe
for

PRI

460

"grb

Miscellaneous

11/

No
,

10x20 TARPAULINS, $35
Paschall Salvage,
mile
from Hazel 498-8964
'4 IN Blandex, #1,
$6 50/sheet Paschall Salvage '4 mile from Hazel
498 8964

641 STORAGE available, KENTUCKY Lake, Lake4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25 land Weedy Village, 1br
Visa & Mastercard ac- apartment, utilities incepted 753-5585
cluded, rent based on in650 SO FT new Courts- come 62 & older, or handiquare at 500 Maple St in cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
Murray Call 753-8964
502-354-8888
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
LARGE 2br, 1604 Olive,
utilities 753-1266
hardwood floors washer &
NORTHWOOD Storage dryer furnished Coleman
presently has units avail- RE 753-9898
able
753-2905* or
MUR-CAL Apartments now
753-7536
aoospOng applications for
OFFICE space for lease, 1, 2 and 3br apartments
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St Phone 759-4984 Equal
753-8302 or 753-9621
Housing Opportunity
WAREHOUSE, 3000sq
MURRAY Manor Apart17, blocks oft Courtsqu are ments now accepting appliin Murray, Ky. at 602-B, cations for 1-2br apartMaple St Call 753-8964
ments. Apply in person
1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

For Rees
Or Lease

Homes
For flele

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

530

510
Services
Offered

Yams

Unless
Offered

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

"91 FORD Awostar XLT Al Al
CUSTOM built INEne Mar
A TREE SERVICE, A & A Lawn Care mowing,
extended, one p/i, cruise, stump removal, tree sprayon Heights 3br 2'4 baths
hauling tree trimming
rear wiper, 82xxx miles ing. hedge trimming
All amenities to make Irving
land
Free Estimates Mark
Must
sell,
and
$8250.
entertaini
Ask
ng
for
easy
Call
scaping, mulch hauling & Lamb
KOPPERUD Realty has
436 5791,
Shonda
502-3827
S8-3903
2303
for appointment
mulch spreading. gutter 436 2528
buyers waiting to purchase
3S5
homes all price ranges If DUPLEX 3br,
cleaning Licensed & in2 bath & dou- '94 MAZDA MPV, V6, sunFor Sale
sured. Full line of equip- ALL
you are „thinking of selling- ble carport.
roof,
30
xxx
miles
753-7947.
wound hauling, junk
Or Lease
BLOWOUT Sale on Culment Free estimates Tim
contact one of our courte
901-498-8818
clean up, cleaning out
tured Marble sinks' OverFIRST
time on the market
Lamb
ous and professional
436-5744, sheds
gutters, tree work
crowded Some as low as
95 ASTRO, red, pis pi'b 1-800-548-5262.
TOBACCO barn sell or agents at 753-1222 or stop 38R, 2 bath, kitchen with
Free estimates Joe Lamb
$35 Others up Paschall
p6v,
$14,250 435-4301
rent, 32x52 489-2116 by office at 711 Main St lots of cabinets & built in
A 1 Tree professionals 436 2867
Salvage, 7 mile from
leave message
desk & dining area Extra
500
Hazel 498 8964
Stump removal, tree spray
WHY wonder about selling Large family room
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
with fireUsed
,ng, serving Murray Calloyour Real Estate at auc- place & gas
270
foundations, slabs sidewlogs Sunroom
370
Thiele
way
tion'
Call
Wilson
County
Real
since
Es1980
opening to deck, ceding
MOW
alks driveways, buildings
Livestock
tate at 753 5086
fans, new natural gas heat 1977 FORD F700, dump Free estimates 437 3044 remodeling repairs AGC
140111•11 For Sale
&valise
& air Landscaped & extra truck, 120xxx miles (40xxx or 492 8737
certified 489 2214
14x70, 2BR, 1 bath Lo
435
8YR Old Ouarterhorse
lot available
Call on 391 engine), Sep, tubecated 4 miles south of Mur
Gelding,small horse,$850 e
Lake
less radials, trailer brakes,
753-5121
ray on wooded lot for lease
Property
437-4436.
25, 500 GVM (no CDL reGATESBO
ROUGH,
4br, 4 quired). $6500 759-1515
Work- 395-7922 ask for
BEACH
site
level,
two
8YR
4br,
Buckskin
old
Quarter
bath,
$100
2
story, 4100/+ sq ft
Shane Home 362-7992 or
Mare, nice conformation, 3 bath by lake Waterfront, Lots of extras, Walnut ca- 1978 DODGE pickup
753-5308
good on trails, easy keeper, fine master suite, custom binets, Conan baths, 437-4949
119 Main Street
1970, 12x50 MOBILE
kitchen, roofed patio, dock decks, gazebo, sprinkler
$700 obo. 435-4319
()FF
1979
DODGE,
lton
Murray,
440
Home (needs work), with
privileges Just currently re- system, large game room,
KY 42071
REGISTERED Gelbvieh modeled Glorious
stove, old air conditioner,
water study. 753-5940, motor, auto, 14'4 box
Bull. 3yrs. Bought at MSU views from both levels.
good
20 Lb.
rubber
underpinning and concrete
Call 436-5946
Bull- Test sate. EPD's avail- Century 21, 753-1492
901-247-3046 after 6pm
blocks Must be moved,
120
Ask
Propa
ne Fill
able. Good producer. for James_
$1000 Call 436-5917.
NEW 2br, 2 bath Duplex 436-2858.
GREAT Location- 2 mi- 1983 NISSAN pickup, runs
‘‘ ',MINI Port
ILA
"
1982 BUCCANEER,
w/garage. All appliances
nutes from town, recently good, dependable.
01 III'
489-2864.
24x56, doublewide. 3BR, 2 1,2,3B0 apts Furnished
with w/d, central gas h/a, WHEAT straw, $1/bale in
redecorat
ed
2br
home,
Ig
Gary Crass
,
hetet 753-0877
bath central h/a, washer & very nice near MSU
I his Coupon
lease,
lyr
Imo
deposit.
covered
No
deck with hot tub,
No
Owner
dryer & free standing 2 car pets
SOLD
finished 24x30 garage with 7
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 pets, $575/mo. 906 N 20th
carport Must be moved days,753-0606 after
1 MILE FROM MURRAY. carport. Good starter
5pm. St. 753-3119.
Priced to sell. Call
84 Acres, commercial or home. 753-5102/ 1990 MAZDA 82200 p u,
NOW
taking
applicatio
ns
1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
48xxx miles, new tires
753-3734 before 5pm.
residential on Hwy 94E & 742-9744.
available now. Coleman for Section 8 low rent hous435-4593
Knight Rd, city water. NEW on Market.
ing. Apply in person at
1983, 12x60, EXCELLENT RE, 753-9898.
3br, 14
Purchase all or choose lot bath brick
Southside Manor, 906
condition, all appliances in380
ranch. Excellent '89 CHEVY pickup, 4x4,
size.
Priced
sell.
to
Broad St Extended, becondition, privacy fence, with topper, 89xxx miles,
cluded, $9,000 obo.
Pets
753-3734 or 759-4851 be- good neighbo
excellent work truck,
tween Sam- 12noon . No
345-2967.
1BH, duplex w/gas heat.
& &clines
rhood
fore 5pm.
$6500 753-4573.
phone calls please Equal
753-5958.
Rent/ deposit, $275 412 N
1094 'ATLANTIC, 16x80,
ACFA Himalayan kittens.
Housing Opportunity
5th St. 759-4696.
Gravel • and
V1 SILVERADO, red/ red,
NEW ON THE MARKETshingles, vinyl All ap
Champion bloodline, 1 2 LOTS with
power wit, 350. Well kept,
24'x30' gar- Light and airy brick, vaulted
___-_pliances, 2 decks on beautFill
Dirt
Washe
d Rock
male, 3 female, Blue Tortie age, & electric
service, lo- ceilings, crown moldings, 87xxx miles. 753-7976
iful rental lot 759-9600.
and
Red,
$300
obo.
1 OR 2br apts. near downcated in Preston Heights, private master suite, pro
753-8690, leave message. 500 feet from
1996, 16x80 BELMONT. town Murray. 753-4109.
-city limits All yardscape, trees, quiet '95 CHEVY 9-10 ZR2
Roomy, 4br, 2 bath, -with
undergrou
nd city utilities, street 3BR, 2 bath, nice PACKAGE. Ext cab, black,
ADORABLE Toy Red Poonew wheels, 21xxx miles.
• extras. Central h/a, selling 2 BLOCKS from Campus,
University
Heights
$24,900.
763-2339.
dle
puppies.
Excellent
area to walk. Call Century Good
pet
condition, $18,500
autility shed with home. In 1615 Farmer Ave. 2 or
Apartments Is now acstock.
First
shots,
21,
753-149
2 ask for Call 759-5661
$200/ea. 3 HUGE corner lots in Preafter 6pm, or
park, $25,900. 753-7340. 313R, $275/mo plus depocepting applications
762-4798
or 753-6749
sit. Available now.
ston Heights, 500 feet from Barbara.
leave message.
for 1 -4 2 bedroom
213R, owner -will-finance. 753-4249
city
limits All underground SOUTHWEST Villa SubdiAKC Chocolate Lab puprental assisted apartNICE dean 1989 Mazda
Coleman RE 753-9898.
vision, 4br plus 3 baths,
pies-, excellent stock, born
-unfines- 753 23392BR Duplex on dead-end
B2200 truck. Extcali,62xxx
merits -aliening won.
May
less
than
10th,
lyr
old, $178,500.
$200/ea.
3BR, 2' bath, cent h/a, street. 753-0724
CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
miles, many extras
These are for families
SOUTHWEST Villa Subdi- 753-3167.
354-6945
treated wood deck & steps.
753-0913.
vision,
2BR
house
disabled,
near
-ready
Southwes
build.
to
t
handCome...1ff Our Selections
16x80, Like new FleetAKC St Bernard pups. pa- 753-3167,
•VICTORIAN farmhouse,
{capped, senior citiCARPETS: Al] To Brand Names 1st (Duality
'82 DODGE, 318 auto,
wood. Could arrange fi- Elementary, 5 acres,
rents
new
construct
on
ion
site.
on 23 $900.
zens, wheelchair acHARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Torch set, $170
nancing to qualified buyer. $395/plus deposit. AvailTWO custom building sites acres, 2000sq ft, '3br, 24
502-345-2144
Over 30 Years Installation Experience
cessible. For more inCaN 759-4117,759-9187 or able July 4: Also new Duin the country, 3 miles to baths, Gourmet kitchen, 767-0514 before 2:30 or
plex in town, 2br, $425/plus
DOG obedience classes or downtown Murray. Both 3+
742-4435.
formation call
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
ceramic tile in kitchen and after 5:30.
deposit. Appliances furnprivate. Serving Murray 14 acres, paved frontage road
502-726-1459
bathrooms. Fireplace, wrap
MUST Sell!46 Clayton mo- ished. 753-1266, 8-5, M-F.,
Jim Knight Sales & Installation
510
years.
436-2858
Tc• joke R•I
Shared well Restricted around porch with dining
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
bile home. 14x70, 3br, 2 otherwise leave message
Jay Knight
Owner finance possible. area, plenty of closet
bath. New 3 ton heat & at.
Mitch Knight
8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
GERMAN
SHORT
Campers
Krughts
Call 753-5231
space. Secluded location
xcellent shape. Must be 2BR, nice Duplex, available
HAIRED puppies, AKC
Hwy. 641 - 1,/2 Miles'South of Murray to
For hearing impaired
only 8 miles east of Murray. 1977 SOUTHWIND Moto
moved. Partially furnished now, central h/a. Coleman
great hunters/pets, white
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.
only call
RE. 753-9898.
450
18 Acres of lush pasture, home. 25FT long, self- con901-232-8361. Stacy.
Shots/wormed, $200
1-800-247-2510.
tained,
generator
Farms
perfect
roof
,
for
air,
horses or cattle.
502-885-7001
For Sala
Beautiful views. A real stove, refrigerator, sleeps 6
Equal Housing Opportunity
GREEN Iguana, apprx 2yrs
dream house. Asking in the b8-people. Ph 753-9137 if
ACREAGE for sale 1-A to
old 753-9835
150's Call 759-2310. no answer leave message.
28R, patio, she,carport
275-A Owner financing
2BR trailer, no pets. No pets, $345/mo.
Neese leave message.
-502
759
4713
'97- 32F1 Vagobond, selfgam-5pm
430
753-9866.
„
753-6931.
contained, central air, big
WHISPER
ING
Meadows
Real
7
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric, HAZEL Apia has available
460
Subdivision, new constr. frig, queensize bed. Many
Estate
central h/a. Edge of city 2br apt. Must be 62, hand31,r, 2 bath, 140q ft w/ extras including washer &
Rome
We offer all your tobacco
iimits 753-5209.
17.8 ACRES, $46,000
attached 2 car garage, dryer. Asking $14,500
For Sale
icapped, or disabled. Rent
firing wood needs.
Lynn
436-5811.
Grove area
gourmet kitchen. Must see.
285
based on income, Equal 2BR, $295/mo plus depo
2BR
1
bath
vinyl
home
in
435-4645
Please call Edwina at LARGE
Housing Opportunity, sit. 753-9826.
Just Call
Noble
pop-up camper,
town city utilities, central
759-2001, Grey's sleeps six admits,
Home Lots For Rent
TDDS1-80,13-247-2510„._
stove,
gas
ref,
heat
Asking
$45,900
- Properties
3BR,2 bath,9 miles west of FISHERMENS Retreat' 753-6812
521-8574 Or.402:021.
air. New canvas, new
after 5 30
NEAR Hazel Includes
Murray. $550/mo rent & 2BR mobile home, plus
tubes 753-9440.
Order Early
'rash
HILLDALE Apts now taking deposit. References re- 12x20 boat storage, si- 2BR, 2 bath
water, lawn
470
1 68 acres of
$100 m o 492-84.88
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James
applications for 1,2, & 3br quired. No pets. 489-2296. tuated on lovely wooded land, fenced
back yard, 2
tract of land. A short walk to car garage
apts. Handicap accessible.
520
full basement,
Motorcycles
REDUCED' Large country
Apply at Hilldale Apts office VERY nice 2br, 1 bath Du- lake. Fresh on the market, large screened
Boss
porch Just
lot, water furnished,
Monday-Friday, 7:30-3;3Q, plex. Appliances -furnished, asking $18,500. Call Betty outside city limits
1986 YAMAHA J011. Wed
.1 Maws,
off W3S--400amp meter pole, 7 mites
c
Equal Housing Opportun- Vila hookup, U75/mo. lyr aT—K7o
6-pperud Realty, well Rd on King
53
nailio
0446n,
$500 obo.
Dr. Priced
from Murray Call 436-5867
15FT fiberglass Cherokee
lease, 1 mo deposit. No 751-'1222 & make offer! in the 60's
ity. 437-4113. TDD
Call for appointleave message
boat w/trailer. Rigged for
C.W. SHELTON, AUCTIONEER
pets. 753-2905, 753-7536. MLS13000643.
1-800-545-1833 X287.
Ant. 753 4053 after5.
1988 HONDA Goldwing, crappie fishing, 50hp JohnTUESDA
am/fm cassette, reverse son motor w/tilt. 16FT
Y, JULY 9, 1996, 6:00 p.m.
28R home, approx 4 miles
Alum nacraft, V-bottom wi
from town on 1 3'acres gear, on board air suspenACRES
28
WOODED LAND
trailer, 25hp Johnson moReceptly redecorated sion, 2 helmets. ExceptionLocation: 13 miles southwest of Murray, 20
ally nice, new tires Call tor 14FT fiberglass boat,
Great neighborhood
753-3672 after 5.
miles southeast of Mayfield in the Edgehill
trailer, 40hp Johnson mo759-9695
tor. All rigged & ready to go.
Community which is near Bell City, KY.
2 STORY brick, 41x, 2'4 1993 BLASTER,4 wheeler, Several small Johnson &
From Mayfield,go Hwy.97 to Edgehill Road
bath. Quality construction, good condition. Call Evinrude motors. Guaran$194,000 obo. 759-2571, 753-8666 or 753-6433.
and proceed approximately two miles to
teed service on boats, mo435-4040, 435-4013.
auction site. From Murray, go Hwy. 94, 7
tors, pontoons. Wayne Dard90
hell
Marine,
Corner
miles to Lynn Grove community, turn south
o
121
2YR Old home. Open plan,
Used
So & 280. 436-5464.
on
cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2
n.1836and go 4.5 miles to Edgehill Road,
Cars
bath, front porch, quality
turn right and go a short,distance to auction
1981 VIP, 15ft boat, 80hp
construction. Ph 759-2571. 1977 CHEVROLET El CaMercury, $1200 obo.
site.
mino, good condition, 436-2525
2YR Old home 3BR, 2
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Releence)
This tract of land had the timber cut several
$2000. Call 489-2973 bebaths, 2 car garage, large fore
1984 MARK Twain runab2pcn.
years ago and has not had anything done to it
corner lot Lots of extras,.
ciut w/Mercruiser, 3 OL mosince. This is a hunter's paradise or with
, Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
$110,000 firm. Call for ap- 1979 TOYOTA Corolla, tor, $4000 489-2050
Formal Wear
.proper management has lots of other potenpointment Serious buyers 5sp, $800. 753-9736, ask
alp
1985 SEARAY, 270 Sun..,F,„r'ff
and Limousine '1.ablr's) -25
only, Pease. 753-4761.
for Donna.
tial. For an aerial photo or description of the
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
dancer, $30,000 753-9562
property, contact selling agent.
3BR,
1'/,
1989
DAYTONA
or
bath
75T-4301
brick home,
, red, 5sp
14
7 Days Per Week
.
111 6111111
'
17(•-) acres, barn and with bra, rear sunshade,
• Over 2.0 Years In Business
Terms: Be 20% down day of sale and balance
MURRAY
shop. Almo Heights area sunroof, 69K miles. Asking . 1994 YAMAHA Wave BlasSERVICES AVAILABLE
IL':
ter, custom paint job with
on deliv- of deed within 30 da s.
753-1793 or 753-3005 after 53500. 753-3435.
* Rentals begin at $29.99
trailer, $5100. 753-8490 af5pm.
* Area's largest & only In Stock Formal \Near
1990 NEW Yorker 5th Ave, ter 6pm.
3BR, 1 bath house on large low mileage, Mark Cross
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson
* by Mrs. Anne *
1996 DONZI 275 LXC
CAN. Shelton, Broker/Auctioneer
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
shady lot, located on 121 leather pkg Fully loaded, 4
Tells Past, Present and Future Advice On
new Michelin tires, very (29'3' overall) midberth
Court
Square
West
So.
304
212 S. 7th Street
Appliance
Main
Sireet
s
included
All Affairs Of Life.
cruisers, loaded, 20K in opParis, TN 38242
Murray, KY 42071
Call after 5pm, 753-7232 clean, excellent condition,
Nlay
field, KY 42066
Palm & Tarat Card Reading Also Available
tions, Reg $59,990, Now
$7650 492-8282
(901)642-5300
(502) 753-1300
208 S. 12th • Murray • 767-0508
5(12-247.1385
$49,990.
BEAR
CREEK
3BR, 2 baths on 3 acres,
Weddin:s, Proms and Banquets .
1991 FORD Tempo GL, BOAT
TOLL FREE
WERKS
Southwest of town. Mid
white 4cyl, auto, excellent 800-354-9501.
18001 455-5864
70's. 492-8604.
condition, $ 4 200
'Cleanirri
24FT Pontoon boat '89
4 OR 5BR, 2 bath brick 759-3139
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick Drveways
model boat & motor Call
Akin:we* A Cavil* Brake Service,
home, 1 35 acre lot on Do• Parking LOCS • All Erienor Clearing • Acid Clearing
*"Fit
Ai
1)i)mit
1991 MITSUBISHI Mirage, after 6, 759-9839
Ayaile5le
ran
Road,
$139.00
Struts
awl
0
Shocks
etc.
David Borders
auto, p/s, a/c, seats 5, ecoPtnns
753-4547 or 753-2833
Insured 4.
301 Olive St.
nomic, good condition, 36FT Gibson, newly rede(5021759-4734
Mon-Fri. Edison Jones, Owner
Been Turned Down Before?
Completely Mobile
Murray, KY 42071 7:00-4:00
Celular (502)853-1108
BEAUTIFUL_new construc- 78xxx miles, $3600. corated, 440 Chrysler en(502) 753-1351
Bad Credit • No Credit
gine,
$16,300. 753-9826
tion, 1
miles north of 753-7340
Bankruptcy • Divorce
Murray
establishe
in
subd
ECONCIAIY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
'85 LOADED Mazda RX7, '96 KAWASAKI 750 Jet Ski
division.
GET
3br,
A NEW START
baths,
large
2
"Your Se For Metal Roofing & Siding"
Less than 15/irs nde time,
front porch & rear deck, drives good, wrecked front $7,000 Call
Doors, Windows, ,Door Tracking & Trolleys, and
395-5032, ask
end,sells with RX7for parts
attached garage. City gas &
to fix. Will clean up nice, for Jeff or leave message
Insualtion for Metal Buildings
water, Oak cabinetry. large
NO CREDIT
$1600 for both. 435-4319. ALUMIN
Bunerwonh Rd. (Hwy 299) Office (502) 489-2722
kitchen & dining room and
UM V bottom,
APPLICATION REFUSED:
Murray, KY 42071
lots of closet space REDUCED '86 FO.RD 25hp electric start Johnson
Homes: (502) 489-2724
INSTANT CREDIT
436-5362, 436-5437 or Taurus Stationwagon, w/trailer, Eagle brand chart,
AVAILABLE!
759-4567
loaded, power windows, 3sp trolling motor, battery,
auava
k Vonlp
Carpet • Upholstery
seats, steering Lumbar gas tank, anchor, swivel
Reestablish Your Credit
BEAUTIFULLY restored cushion, cruise control, seats. $1200 753-7274 af
I (800) 642-7740
LS
,
FA :110'11
ter
530
home
with
all
20th century leather seats New tires,
Dal the 800 number first. Wen you
amenities Outstanding de- 77xxx miles, price $3500.
CELEBRITY Boats
hew a *Corded message enter the
Yet Catkir
tail wdtk and features Call 753-0731
18-31', most in stock now
Access Code 85.
Terry Walter - "Broker/Owner
Ronnie England
17x17 Master bath, 16x6
1993 Mazda 929
and available with early
office, 9x9 butler pantry, 2 '89 GRAND Am, $2900
White,
17xxx
miles, local,
season
discounts at BEAR
sun decks Attractive exter- 435-4537
BUS.: (502) 753-1651 414 S. 12th Street
CREEK BOAT WERKS
owner
.....
one
$18,900
ior,
even more impressive '91 COUGAR
1-800-455-1651
Murray, KY 42071
LS, loaded, 800-354-9501
McGary
interior Call , Century 21, $6500 492-6174
1992 Buick LeSabre Limited
753-1492 Ask for Ed
PONTOON BOATS 1Does Your Polky Pay 100%
Anna Requarth
Jean Bird
'91
FORD
Probe,
white,
1995
remains at dealers
bark blue
$7,500
of the Deduettbks?
BY Owner Reduced, sunroof, am/fm
Joan Weer
Bonnie Chambers
cassette, cost 24FT, 96's also in
$95,500
Country
FunInau
Bob Rodgers
miles, excellent condi- stock BEAR CREEK
• Carolyn Hicks
MEDICARE
1987 Toyota Cressida 4 -Door
house 4br 2+ bath, stalk), tion 759-5076
BOAT
WERKS
White, like new, one owner,
SUPPLEMENT
new central heat & air. 2
You are responsible for the deductibl
93 TOYOTA Celica. sun- 800-354-9501
acres Owner/ Agent
es that Medicare
loaded
does not pay.$736 on Part A;$100 on
roof,
extra clean. 30xxx TIGERSHARK personal
489-2207
Part B.Call me
for more information.
miles, 1 owner Call watercraft, limited 1995's
- COUNTRY setting 3br- 1 759-4583 after 3pm
available at huge disFREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
bath garage 1 acre No
counts BEAR CREEK
down payment! Mod 40's BMW, 1992 525 IA, leather,
1203 Duiguid Dr. Off Hwy. 641 N
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
BOAT
WERKS
Call Edwina 759-2001. auto, sunroof, like new
a( ,s from Shoney's Inn, Murray, Ky.
800 354-9501
Grey's Properties
NADA $22,925 436 5365

•
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for all your hauling needs call:
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AITENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?

18P Wood Products

•

ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE

•

You Can Advertise Here For
limy $6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

CAMP

753-9224

PSYCHIC READINGS

David's Cleaning Services

('11. Shelton Auction Company

--e -

•

Ed's Wheel Alignment

GET

AUTO CREDIT

1-800-511-0715

KTN CARPET CLEANING

•

Roberts
Realty

t•-'•

INSURANCE
Lou V.

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

$5,950

Garrison Motor Sales

753-6952
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MONDAY JULY 1,

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

530

530
8sivleris
Offered

Sorvices
Offered

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
repair & custom
rntu
753-8056
OOMPdung

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or corn
meraal, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 4365848

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with tut
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
753-5484

WALLPAPER Hanging
Quality workmanship, 25
years experience FREE
Estimates James McFarlane 759-9750

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
APPLIANCE , REPAIRS
20yrs experience, free estiFactory trained by 3 major THE Gutter Co Seamless mates 753-2592
manufacturers All work aluminum gutters, variety
_
.
and partS warrante-d Ask of colors Licensed, in- WOOD VCRa
repairing
e
for Andy at The Appliance sured. Estimate available VCRs,
camcorders, micro
Works. 753-2455.
75*4690.
waves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5
BACKHO-E -SERVICE
T.L.C. Mobile Car Wash & Free esbmates Visa/MC
•BRENT ALLEN septic tank Wax. We come to you' Call accepted 753-0530
installation, repair, replace- Rick & Sherri Wilson for
ment. 759-1515.
details. 753-3557.
560
BACKHOE Service - ROY WELDING: Portable,
Free
HILL. Septic system, drive- stokes, MIG, heli-arc, brazColumn;
ways, hauling, foundations, ing Mild steels, stainless,
etc 759-4664.
aluminum and cast iron
FREE kittens, dewormed,
house trained. 436-2510.
• BOB'S Plumbing Service Call David at 436-5638
, All work guaranteed. Free WINDOW repair & replace
FREE kittens. All colors
estimates. 753-1134ment, (vinyl). 759-1799
753-8555.
BUSHHOGGING. finish
mowing & trimming, garden
and yard tilling. 492-8530.

mb Brothers

BUSHHOGGING, Grader
blade .work (driveways,
yards etc). Yard mowing &
trimming Free estimateg.
Call Gary 753-0912.

Tree Service

50.7-436-574-41.-800-SA8-52462
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimates
Tree Trimming
241* Servin
coned & Operated
Tree Removal
Stump Resnoval
Gutter Cleaning &
BY
Cleanup Service Afiaich Hauling
um um) Light Haubng, Etc
Landscaping
Full Line a
Hedge Trintirang

CARPET Cleaning Special.
$25 00 a Standard size
room Free Scotchguarding
and Deordizing. 436-2654
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent -protection,. high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664.

Tree Spraying

.1)11.111T

Equipment

Prestige Homes tSLA_1

CAR, truck, boat cleanup.
Wash, wax, polish, detail
Reasonable rates_
753-8463
CLEANING-- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages.
Hauhng Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 4365950.

Building quality homes at an affordable price.free floor plan con-,
suiting and building estimates.
We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE!!

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing. Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

Custom
CABINETS
9 WOODWORKING

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems,- 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging.
Gerald Carroll- owner_
502-492-6159
,

Will Build To Your Specifications!

•.Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture -& Entertainment Centers
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- , • Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672

vices "Cleaning* vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats. brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available !David Borders,
3
insUfed, ICompletely MO
bile Phone 502-759-4734.
50-2--8.5X4108.

630'N: 4th Si. Next to Lassiter PIsstert .• Murny
DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

A

-lII
ATTENTION
Contractor or Home BOWS

Cooksey's Plumbing

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and blowing ceilings-IS3-4751--

Licensed Vaster Piurriber
kap Estimaant
Nor Construction -Repair "ter Heater'Replacement

_FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service Everlock
underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey 492-8488.

Phone

436-2667 I
II UMii

HAN D YWO RKtodd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Just give us a call.
7t9-1184i

Let one call do it all for industnal commercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farrn
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdovm.
We are licensed in Murray, bonded"and insaired.
AU employees are covered under winters comp. If you need references We will gladly* furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co.•
'
We are ready to serve you!

-LAMB Brother Home Improvements remodeling,
addifions, roofing,
free estimates, 436-2269 •

Sumner Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY
1-800-270-0479 or 502-235-5979 ,....t.ssi
‘
e

LAMBS Painting and Contractors No lob too large or
small •Residential• Sandblasting- Spray.Painttrig 1,-800-636-5262--

F

LAWN mowing and trim-ming 759-962Q
LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House, mobile homes, brick &
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks.
Free estimates. 753-6490
LICENSED for electric and
gas_ 7537203
MULCH, delivered. Murray
436-5560
OWENS Corning, 20yr guarantee Shingles Nair
roof, reroof, tear offs. Norton - Construction: Bechar nan, TN 901-644-9948.
PAINTING, 'interior, exterior. Roofing, home repairs.
Free estimates 436-5032,
anytime
PLUMBING Repair. All
types -plumbing repair.
Reasonable rates,
. •
502-437-4545.PLUMBING'repaint, -fast
service. 436-5255.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

MVP EL-ECTRICT-16ficibile
home hookup new -construction, rewiring, trouble .
shooting & repairs. Free
estimates, fast service. Gan_
anytime. Murray,
762-0001

• * American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
TODAY'S CHILDREN are both creative and practical. They will keep
their imaginative ideas to themselves until-ready to-act on them. They somehow know that their originality will one day bring them fame and fortune!
('onfrOntations are the last thing these gentle Cancerians want: if they sense
opposition, they will retreat into their shell. When it comes to love, these
sentimental souls are true romantics-tender and considerate. The presents
they give their loved ones will reflect a great deal of thought.

P2P
"-71".

7-5
Sat. 7-Noon

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ic innovation or gadget will prove
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:. helpful to your business. Avoid tryPut your powers of self-expression ing to huffy a romantic relationship.
.CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
to good use this simmer. A writing
Give special consideration •-•
19):
project could lead to a financial
windfall. Resolve to have more fun! investrnent tips from friends. A parEnding a relationship with a nega- ticular technical skill may be needed
tiv.e individuaLwill makeyou see today. If you-possess it, yolunteer
the world in a whole new light Your services.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Bright business ideas surface in
could be turbulent now.
Romance
October. You gain well-deserved
public recognition. A winter wedding Avoid rocking the boat by making
will enjoy special blessings. Check new demands. To find out an older
out overseas investment offers early relative's intentions, use subtlety
•
in 1997. Next spring could find you and tact. Be hospitable.
20):
(Feb.
I9-March
PISCES
pondering a major move.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Invite family members on a spur-ofTHIS DAY: legendary U.S. the-moment outing. Take a long
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood walk or drive to inspect a park or
Marshall, tennis player Rene new building. Someone new is waitLacoste, actress Polly Holliday, auto ing to meet you. Welcome a special
introduction.
racer Richard Petty.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
You are in a happy mood without
evin knowing why. Material gains
are not as important as spiritual
growth. Be true to yourself. Your
creative flair is a tremendous asset
in business:
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Problems seem to solve themselves
today. Attending a key meeting will
help,you reach a goal sonner than
expected-. Check the details of a conoct before giving it your stamp of
•
approV.al.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Refuse to be tempted by fly-bynight financial proposals. Stick to
projects already underway rather than
starting off in a new direction. Take
carp Of important details- yourself
instead of entrusting them to others.
.CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Sign an agreement promising longterm benefits. Your dealings with
employers of important community
leaders go well. Nurture a neglected
relationthifi'.
*LEO (July 23-Aug. 22); ,Do not
let family pressures affect yoUr ability to concentrate on _work. Isolate
yourself. Your,career will move
ahead more swiftly if you -use-your-special talents.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
have a lot on your mind. A prime
piece of.real estate becomes available. - Decisions, decisiOns, decisions! Deal with a fear whether you
want to or not.
LIBRA-(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
may be too honegt for your own
good. Play your cards carefutty:-A
promotion may depend on how efficiently you manage paperwork and
--stick to a btiCigcl. -SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Female co-workers figure proniinently- in today's plan, Be gareful
what you say to your associates.
Avoid getting caught up in a power
struggle. Your honor is at stake.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A minor setback may slow you
down today. Try to relax. A scientif-

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 7E3-1111

Taste What Everyone Is
Talking About
Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry out to your patio picnic.
!Ultimo, Nlesquite
and Oak 1.1.nored

Complete Lunch and
Dinner Menu

BBQ

Free tilde Dishes
Charbroiled Hamburgers

By the Sandwich, Plate or by
the Pound.

Banquet & Meeting Facilities

- Serving Ribs Daily 1617
Hwy, 121
Bypass

Mon.-Sat.
11-8:30

759.3985

Sunday
11-2:30

BIN a Tigershark
and we'll make a
big deal out of it.

ti

Think a Tigershark will take a big
chunk out of your wallet? Not with
the great deals at Darnell Marine! During our
Fourth ofJuly Feeding Frenzy Blowout gale,
you can own your very own Tigershark personal
watercraft at unbelievable savings! Choose from
our economical Montego, value packed Montego
Deluxe, high performance Daytona 770,family
three-seater Monte Carlo.640,luxurious Konte
Carlo 770,or our powerful,105hp Monte Carlo
900. So come out to Darnell Marine and go for a
ride-without getting taken for one! Everything
else isjust bait!
Financing is available

More than twice as
many people make
purchases as a direct
result of advertising in
newspapers rather than
television. In addition,
70 percent have purchased something
within the past 30 days
with a coupon clipped
from a newspaper.

DARNELL MARINE, INC.
HIGHWAY 94 EAST
753-3734

Shoppe[ Attitudes in Kentucky, 1995
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky.

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

r •=1

...1 •=1

N.. sm. •••

nim

Nim

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

,

-Drop by and see our showroom

S409 SUNBURY

r•

'
,AJAR a. (Barbrut Sunny Bread)

5cAo

I $30
VALUE

HALEY'S
_1Ugl9Puck
LTARental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

PAINTER. Call 753-7848
for more information
ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior etc. 25yrs
eiperience. 10% DiscounV Senior Citizens. Mowing 41
Yard Maintenance,
-474-0107.

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

It ESDAY,JULY -2,1996
I For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date-of birth, call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.) .

SUINNER ROOFING CO.

KITCHEN CABINET RE. FACING. Make your old
new adorn with Formica All
cOlors, 'tree estimates.
Wulff s Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560

.

1996

MURRAY BP

1.
2.
3.
4.

•

FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

(roast cars /A light trucks)

1200 S. 12th St..0402-753-0066

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic Care can relieve your aches

•

and pains.

Dr. Dennis L Finkel% D.C.

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthoPedic fest,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excesspotion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all tie paperwork.

FREE.

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PRO1ICT3 YOU: THE PATIENT ANO ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY:CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTSEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.'

[CALL.for your FREE oppointinot*NOWII

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

$1699

Dizziness _... 9. Numb Hands
Sore Elbows 10. Bursitis
Neck Pain
11. Pain Down Legs
Indigestion
12. Muscle Spasms

$30

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

VALUE
smii mom imm 1111100

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
111•11
ONNI IM

a
-a

759-1116

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.

II= 111113 INN MEI MO MIN EMI MIN SEW

MURRAY LEWER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK,

Sat.
:30
lay
30

Bob Thurman, and Paul
Ten years 'ago
Leigh Ann Steely, a 4-H mem- Robertson.
ber from Calloway County, was
Thirty years ago
one of 10l winners in statewide
Traffic signal lights were
4-H modeling competition during installed at -the intersection of
Kentucky 4-H Week at Universi- North 12th and Chestnut Strees
ty of Kentucky, Lexington.
by the Kentucky Highway
Pictured on June 28 were exhi- Department.
bitors at Jackson Purchase Arts &
Vernon Anderson, George H.
Crafts Festival held June 28 and Ligon, Codie L. Caldwell, Z.C.
29 at West Kentucky Exposition Enix, James Harmon, Joe Pat
Center. The photo was by Staff Trovadian, Bernice Wilford, WilPhotographer David Tuck.
lard Ails, and Eli Alexander were
Births reported include a girl to installed as officers of Murray
Karen and Kenneth Bogarding Lions Club at a dinner meeting at
and a girl to Judy and Jeff Down- South Pleasant Grove United
ing, June 26.
Methodist Church.
Frank English, Jerry Shelton
A Council of Royal and Select
and Chris Norsworthy are pic- Masters was instituted at Murray
tured with fish caught while Masonic Hall on June 24. Officfishing.
ers are Guthrie B. Churchill, ha
Douglass, Shelton joiner, Dick
Twenty years ago
A tornado apparently touched Sykes, John H. Perkins and John
down east of Murray on June 29, H. Roe:
but no injuries were reported.
Forty years ago
Damage was limited to several
The United States Public
uprooted trees and some damage Health Service said 186 new
to barns on several farms about cases of polio were reported over
five miles east of Murray near the nation last week. This is 97
Highway 280.
fewer than in the corresponding
Maurice P. Christopher who week in 1955.
,.—retired May 31 after 19 year's on
Shirlye R. Rust and Darrell G.
r the Chemistry faculty at Murray Johnson have completed recruit
State University is pictured training at Marine Corps Recruit
--speaking at a dinner in his honor - Training Command, Parris-Island,
at MSU.
S.C. They will now be stationed
Marita Burkeen talked about at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
"Drug Use and Abuse" at a meetAnn Chatter' Corbett and Wiling Of Independence United liam Bryant Williams Jr. were
Methodist Church Women.
married June 21 at First Christian
Murray American Legion Church, Paris, Tenn.
Baseball team beat Russellville in
John T. Smithson Jr. is speaker
a double header. Murray pitchers at a gospel meeting this week at
were Joe Graves, Lindy Suiter, New Concord Church of Christ.
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MONDAY, JULY 1, 1996

DEAR ABBY *

Today. is Monday, July 1, the 183rd day of 1996. There are 183
days left in the year. This is Canada- Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on July 1, 1946, the United States exploded a
20-kiloton atomic bomb near Bikini Atoll in the Pacific, using dozens
of surplus ships _as targets.
On this date:
In 1863, the Civil War Battle at Gettysburg began.
In 1867, Canada became a self-governing dominion of Great Britain
as the British North America Act took effect.
In 184, during the Spanish-American War, Theodore Roosevelt
and his "Rough Riders" waged a victorious assault on San Juan Hill
in Cuba.
In 1916, Dwight D. Eisenhower married Mary ("Mamie") Geneva
Doud in Denver, Colo.
In 1943, "pay-as-you-go" income tax withholding began.
In 1963, the U.S. Post Office inaugurated its five-digit ZIP codes.
In 1966, the Medicare federal insurance program went into effect.
In 1968, the United States, Britain, the Soviet Union and 58 other
nations signed the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.
In 1969, Britain's Prince Charles was invested as the Prince of
Wales.
In 1971, 25 years ago, the United States Post Office was replaced
with the United States Postal Service.
In 1980, "0 Canada" was proclaimed the national anthem of
Canada.
Ten years ago: The White House welcomed signals from Moscow
of a willingness to resume preparations for a summit between President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev, but U.S. officials said there was still ire evidence of progress oh a date and an
agenda.
Five years ago: President Bush nominated federal appeals court
judge Clarence Thomas to the U.S. Supreme Court, beginning a confirmation process marked by allegations of sexual harassment. Actor
Michael tandon died in Malibu, Calif., at age 54.
One year ago: Russian Picsident -Boris Telttin's government survived a critical no-confidence vote. Rock 'n' roll disc-jockey Wolfman -Jack died in Belvidere, N.C. at age 57.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Olivia De Havilland is 80. Actor Farley
Granger is 71. Actress-dancer Leslie Caron is 65. Actress Jean Marsh
is 62. Movie director Sydney Pollack is 62. Actor Jamie Farr is 62.
Bluesman James Cotton is 61. Cookie-maker Walter • Amos is 60.
Dancer-choreographer Twyla Tharp is 55. Actress Karen Black is 54.

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY: I have three no communication whatsoever.
Well, what I do may not be right.
grow ii children between the ages of
30 and 40. This past,Mother's Day, but I write the graduates a letter to
I received no card or gift from any of let them know that I am pleased
with their statue, and state that I
them. Oh. one child finally left a
niessage on my answering machine wish I had the opportunity to know
late in the evening after I had given them better and hope they will
up hope and gone to bed. ti found it make an effort to stay in touch with
me in the future.
the next morning.)
I send no gift, no check — nothMy heartache increased with
every hour of Mother's Day, and in ing but my congratulations. Abby,
the days that followed when I what do you and your readers have
looked in vain in my mailbox for a to say about how I handle the situa-belated card and waited -for my tion?
•
WONDERING IN FLORIDA
phone to ring with a call of apology.
I admit I haven't been a perfect
mother, but I think I am worthy of
DEAR WONDERING: I think
being acknowledged on Mother's you handle the situation
Day. From the time they were born, admirably in view of the cirI have given my children — and cumstances.
their children — my love and sup•••
port and have always remembered
them on their special days.
DEAR ABBY: Many people write
Although my heartache has to you complaining about receiving
diminished, I cringe at the thought catalogs in the mail. They call it
of facing another Mother's Day, and "junk mail."
vet I don't want to chastise them for
I disagree. I'm an older woman
ignoring inc because I would never and don't drive. If I want to shop
know if future remembrances were
one of my children has to
done only out of a sense of duty.
-drive me, en wait until I get my
.Abliy, do you have any words of shopping one. I hate to inconvewisdom to comfort me?
nience them, so I shop through catIGNORED MOTHER alogs for birthday and Christmas
gifts, clothing, shoes, even fishing
DEAR IGNORED MOTHER: gear. That way, can shop at my
Sorry, I have no words of wis- leisure, compare prices and find
dom to comfort you, but I do items that are otherwise impossible
have a question: How do your to find. I love catalogs. You may use
children treat you the other 364 my name.
days of the year?
ELIZABETH MC GREW
IN RENO, NEV

•

4

•

* * *

l?EAR ABBY: About May or
Jono.of each year. people begin to
receive graduation invitations from
nieces, nephews, grandnephews
and grandnieces they have rarely
seen and with whom they have had

DEAR ELIZABETH MC
GREW:You are not alone. Many
readers have written to say that
catalogs are the answer to their
prayers. Small wonder that catalogs are now a multibillion-dollar business.

CONTRACT BRIDGE,

BLONDEE

Famous Hand

WE WENT TO THE
ZOO YESTERDAY
AND I FOUND
THIS SIGN IN
THEiR TRASH
BIN

IT ACTUALLY
SAID 'ANIMALS"
BUT I CUT THE
"5" OFF

GET ME MY
FINGERPRINT
!!

•J
'
t DO'
PRESIDENT ,

East dealer.
•Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
4 J 97 5

For Abby's favorite family recipes,
send a long, self-addressed envelope,plus
check or money order for 63.95 (64.50 in
mond to the jack, won by East with Canada)to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet Na V.
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054the queen. East returned a trump to 0447.(Postage is included.)

South's ace, and another diamond
was won by East's eight. Back came
V632
a
second trump to the king, and
AntrmA
INS
,J3
Kaplan ruffed the diamond seven in
ANIMAL.
4. A Q 7 3
dummy. Next came a spade ruff
YES,
WEST
EAST
followed by two more trumps, proSIR
7- I •
4AKQI0 4 2
4863
ducing this position:
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
J
V105
North
9 9-6 4
•A K Q 8
4J
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband had
K 10 5
_
J 86 4
a mole under his arm that. was diag4A Q 7
SOUTH
nosed as a basal cell carcinoma. Since
West
East.
CATHY
he had done nothing about the mole
A
•A
for two years, could it have metastaA K Q 98 7 4
K 10 5
J 86
1DROVE TO THE CrKOCERY STORE'.
DROVE SACK TO TliE oRocER4`
(
7TtlEn) AGAIN ,
SO MR ON OUR
ANYONE WANT1
sized to other organs?
• 10 7 5 2
DROVE HOME
South
STORE4.DRU &STORE,AND
4,.:51A4.14T AW:wigilitiz. WHO CAN
TO DRIVE,
1
DEAR READER: Basal cell carci+92
RARMARE STORE FOR THINOS, 1
9
-DROVE TO THE DRUGSTORE
RESIST THE
SOMEWHERE
noma,
a common skin malignancy.
The
bidding:
DROVE HOME
WE FORGOT.. DROVE 'BACK
THE
•
1
OF
nit.trIklv:4*
10'
CALL
--'"
•
FOR
.
ICE
11.4
often resembles an enlarging mole or
DROVE TO THE HARDWARE STORE
East South West North
TO THE VIDEO STORE FOR
WILD ?
CREAM ?
+92
_
THIngis W LEF.T. DROVE
_ DROVE HOME.,
Pass
1! / 14
2V
Declarer now, played his last a sore that doesn't heal. Like any can8AcK. TO THE PARK FOR
DROVE TO THE VIDEO STORE
2+
4V
44
Dble
trump, forcing West to part with a Cer,- it has the potential to spread.
DROVE' HOME
THINGS WE LOST...
Pass' , 5 V
Pass
Pass
club. Wher6,Kaplan discarded Therefore, if your husband disregardDROVE TO THE PARK
Dble
dummy's jack of spades, East, who ed the cancer for two years, it could
have metastasized.
DROVE HOME
Opening lead -- queen of spades.
could not spare his.diamond, also
However, this type of cancer is more
_ The margin between victory and parte_d with aclub. Declarer then led
defeat in a given hand is often razor- a club to the queen and took the last likely Id—Spread into the tissues
thin. For example, take this deal three tricks with the Q-A-7 to make beneath the skin; therefore, if the doctor included wide borders of normal tisplayed in the 1983 Vanderbilt team- the contract.
sue when he excised the lesion, there is
of
-four
championship.
Ofcourse,all the cards had to be probably less risk of Metastasis.
L±. s._
When Norman Kay and Edgar perfect& placed and the timing also
Your husband should follow the docFOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
Kaplan held the North-Smith cards, had to be precisely right for the tor's advice with respect
to approprithey got to five hearts doubled on the double squeeze to succeed. But coin- ate follow-up examinations and, if necLnWNnIST.IEFE
caw yo0 Kr.E_P THE. DCG IN r HE KEE
EPD1/1
. Cortiv_TO MoNlyvly I
sequence shown and West led the cidences like this seem to occur quite essary, additional surgery.
- Fs RoLLINC4SoMeTHING I CAN DO FoR
THe HouSe WHfrio..:
61;1:0INGt,./ArsuRe
kif5W r41BABV? HoUJSA
queen of spades, ruffed by declarer. often when there's a good helmsman
\to
THE
To give you more information, I am
DEN,
kUpDpLE LIJC0F001,HUM?
kaplan now played a low dia- at the wheel.
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "What You Should Know
Tomorrow: Faith, hope and charity.
About Skin Cancer." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: i was very disap34 Idi
ACROSS
pointed by your response concerning
35 Artist's deg.
Reiter's syndrome. You indicated
Answer to Previous Puzzle
36 Ungentle1 "Showgirls"there is no known cure. What you
manly one
5 actor 205
UPPER
BRAND
37 Tired
described in your article appears to
Roman
38 Metal
OT T AMA
LAGERS be the result of case studies. I have
GARFIELD
fastener
12
8 Debt
'King•
notes
Reiter's and my symptoms are comCO DELVE ALIT
40 Suggestions
(abbr.)
pletely different from what you
EPI WL I NG LVI
41 Inns. for 18
Ort,I ONE UP...
13 Mauna —
YOU WIN
A I NU YODEL EL describe. My only problems are a
Across
14 Verdon or
43 "— 109Torrence
.
NATTY LENIENT swollen ankle, wrist, and sometimes
my knee. My treatment doesn't
44 Holly
15 Drag
RIOT ROAN
45 Mass (abbr.)
16 Actor Nick -include antibiotics — only Voltaren
OTALG I A
ANAME and prednisone. Please do
47 — bran
16 Bud Abbott's
more
49 Affirmations
EUGHT
sidekick
CI
A TON research before writing your column
51 "0 Sole —"
19 Grad.-to-be
CIA SHARE ERE
DEAR READER: Reiter's syndrome
52 FUture
20 Jot
UPON
T BONE OR is a form of arthritis that is often assoLL.Bs.' exam
21 "Speed"
[OEN AME PAC I NO ciated with infection caused by the
54 Miami's St.
actor (inits.)
55 Record label
23 Ed 's
chlamydia micro-organism, especially
REGAN ESTES
for Michael
concern
in ypung men in whom the disease is
1996
7-1
United
Feature Syndicate
Jackson
24 I
sexually transmitted. Other symptoms
56 — — time
spots
include low-grade inflammation of the
16 Words of
(never)
effort
26•Poor
penis, female cervix and eyes.
denial
off.
Poly
4
ID
Sullivan
57
Head
28
MALLARD FILLMORE
17 Pieces out
The diagnosis is made by a blood
58 Washington
5 Soft lumps of
supports
20 Irritates
bills
clay
29 Network for
test called the HLA-B27 tissue antifteArog NOWN„ARE
22 Concerning
6 Soft drink
-The Nanny
gen, suggesting that Reiter's syn25 Pacific —
7 Container
DOWN
30 Fall mo.
U, AS A DEMOcRAT,
drome may follow certain infections in
Basketball
26
8 Griffey ID
32 Cornda
-genetically susceptible individuals.
t/RFIZICED -tRAT
•.,ANyONE
org.
1 Sets of tools
9 Night bird
cheers
gE
Mier
re;t4
Because of the association between
27 Cupolas
1300
10 Antibiotic
2 Do-it- —
33 Sara or
4tANDIN(r
28 Cnbbage
the syndrome and certain bacterial
11 Antelopes
3 Haul with
Farrow
cot*ifngiwr you AC A
NEX7 1-0
term
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

FIREWORKS ALERT!

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Celebrations with fireworks can be short-fused &safety is overlooked. Each year, approximately 12,000 persons, _mostly
children, are treated each year in emergency departments
because of fireworks-related injuries. This is a-conservative
estimate of the total number of injuries because it includes only
people treated in emergency rooms, not the many seen in
physicians' offices.
.
More_thanihme-quarters of these injuries occur during
the Fourth of July holiday,and children suffer the most: The majority of those injured are under age 15, including hundreds
.
of preschoolers.
•
According to the American Academy of Ophthalmology,
of the total fireworks injuries seen in the emergency room, an
estimated 20% are eye injuries. Nearly half of those resulted in
legal blindness. One in ten requited surgical removal of the eye.
,
.
The typical victim of an eye injury is a 13- to 15-year-old
.
,
male, using "bottle rocket" type of firework near his home?. In
fact, bottle rockets
offenders, causing-81%-of-all
, are the worst
_
sa4firework injuries and all of the injuries that required
- - removal of an eye. The person lighting the firework

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 92071-2467
-(5(2)1624100

..

.,.

is more likely to be injured, although nearly half
of those injured are bystanders.

Other potential- health risks are numerous and
"
et impossible to ignore, including hearing loss, burns and
property damage.
It is important to remember that" most of these accidents
-are preventable.- The safest way to enjoy fircyorks is to celebrate
the Fourth of July by attending a professional fireworks display,

Celebrate With A Safe "Blast"
Ifyou decide to handlefireworks over the
Fourth ofJuly holiday, it is vital that youfollow
these guidelines:
Supervise children.
Never use fireworks indoors. Light them
in an open area and keep spectators a safe distance
away from the fireworks.
Always plate fireviorks on solid,level
ground and use long,fireplace-style matches when
lighting them. Keep your head as far from the fuse
as possible.;

SU PPOIFIT

or .information about Alzheimers Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale.
15021 762-1108 or Joretta Randolph,
502) 753-5561

•

Shared Care. adult day care, will sit with
Alzheimer clients while caregivers attend
this meeting. Call Susan Plunkett. LPN at
,502) 762-0576

Community events

Compassionate Friends
Thursday, July 25,7:30 p.m. in the Hospital
Board Room
Contact MCCH Chaplairi Mike Rurnble,
(502) 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett,
(901) 498-8324.

Thursday,July 11
• Puryear,Th
Community Center
8.30-11 30a.m.
• Whitlock,TH
Johnny Lees Grocery
1 .00-2:30p.m.

Tuesday,July16
Buchanan,IN
Post Office
9.00-11 30a m
• Hazel
Dees' Bank
1 00-3 00p m

Camp for Children with Diabetes
Saturday. July 13, 8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Murray -City Park near old courthouse
Camp Hava-Lota-Fun is for school-age children
who have diabetes Pre-schoolers can participate if
accompanied bi a parent Participants learn more
about diabetes and come together for a day of fun
activities Event is staffed by nurses, physicians,
dietitians YMCA staff and community volunteers.
Appropriate meals and snacks, as well as materials
for games will be provided
To preregister, call Ann Ingle at (502) 7621490 or Suzanne Seeley at (502) 762-1533 by
Monday, July 8.

Thursday,July 18
• Camden,TN
Wal-Mart
9-00-11 30a m & 12 30-2'30p m

Miracle Moments

Tuesday,July 23
• Hickory
Post Office
900-11 30a m
• Folsomdale
Hoskins. Bar-8-0
12 30-2 30p m

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes listed
below. Pre-registration is required for all classes and fees may
be paid at the first class.
For class informatiorr and pre-registration, call:
(502) 762-1385.
Pre-register for:
•Prepared Childbirth Class
Option 1 Mon , July 8, 15, 22, 29; 7-9p.m.
Option 2 Wed., Juty 3, 10, 17, 24; 7-9 p.m.
Option 3 Mors. July 11, 18, 25,Aug 1; 7-9p.m.. .
Hospital Education Unit
• Sibling Class: Saturday, July 0; 10-11 a.m.
• Refresher I. Mon. Jury 15 It 22; 7-9pm
• Refresher II Wed, July 101k
• Refresher la Thurs . July 18 & 25; 7-9 pin
• Breastfeeding Support Group:
Tues. July .16, Sick Child Care Center, 3rd floor, 7-8 p.m.
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

Thursday, July 25
• Paris,TH _
Wal-Mart
9 00-11:30 a.m 812:30-3 00p m

Wednesday,July 17

•

Murray

Wednesday,July10

Public Library
8.30-11 30a m

• Murray

Murray

Post Office
830-11 30a m &12 30-3 00p m

0.

The program will cover the nature of and various
forms of arthritis of the hip and knee. Range of
treatments from conservative to surgical will be
presented, including total joint replacement of the
hip and knee.
Dr. Charette recently comPleted a three-month
.
fellowship in Indianapolis. The fellowship included
the latest techniques and advancements in-hip and
knee joint replacement stressing accelerated rehabilitation and cost containment. •
This informative session is free and open to the
public and takes place in the itopital's Third Floor
Education Unit.
To preregister, call (502) 762-1384 or toll-free
1-800-342-MCCH. Register by 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday, July 25.

Cancer Support
Education Meeting: Tuesday, July 2
Support Group Meeting: Tuesday, July 16
3 p.m. in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Hospice Diector Nancy Rose or
Mary Linn, MSN and'Clinical Specialist,
(502) 762-1100 and ask operator to page.
iv

Cardiac Support
Tuesday, July 9,10 ant in Hospital Private
Dg Room
"Llvt)g with a Strong, Healthy He by
Jonathan Mays, M.S.U. exercise intern
Contact Shirley Lynch, R.N., (502) 762-1170

Friday,July5
• Canton
Woods & Wetlands Wildlife Center
9-11 30a m
• Lake View
One Stop Grocery
1 00-2 30p m,
Tuesday,July 9
• Draffenville
Next to Ponderosa Restaurant
900-11 30a m & 12.30-2 30p m

Saturday,-July 27, 9 a.m.-Noon
Ray Charette, M.D., Orthopedic Surgeon.
and other healthcare professionals

GROUP

Breast Cancer Support
Thursday, July 11, 7 p.m. in the
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Martha Anckus at (502) 753-3862.

Wednesday,July3
• Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8 30-11 30am 812 30-3pm

Treatment Alternatives for Arthritis
of the.Hip and Knee

rain because the grass mild ignite.
If your fireworks fail to go off or misfires,
do not try to relight them; otherwise,the "dud" may
go off in your hand. It is best to spray water on them.

These screenings are offered to detect
disease in its earliest stages when there
arrno symptoms ofdisease.
Ifyou are experiencing symptoms,you
shouldsee yourphysician.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Health Express will be offering blood
pressure, pulse and two hour blood sugar
screenings at all ofIts stops during the
. _
month ofJuly.
The blood sugar test must be
performed two hours after completing
a meal.
As a screening, the two hour blood
sugar test is free of charge under the
following conditions'
-annually iffamily history of diabetes
exits
.
-anytime there is a 20pound weight
change.
-every three years under all other
conditions.
If you are a.known diabetic, you can
have your blood sugar monitored on the
Health Express if you obtain a written
prescription from your physician and file It
with the Health Express nurse Your
physician willspecify the frequencylcr
monitoring on the prescription.
A StoolFor Occult Blood Screening Kit
is also available for $4. This screening
detects blood in the stool.

SEMINARS

Keep a hose or fire-extinguisher on !land.
When finished, hose down any area that could catch
fire. Never use fireworks when there has been little

Bereavement Support
Thursday, July 11, 9:30 am.
In Suite 283-W of the Medical Arts Building
Contact Kathy Culbert R N , at
(502) 762-1485

Alzheimer's Disease Information
Education Meeting: July 9
Support Group Meeting: Juty 23
4:30 p.m. in the Hospital Board Room

DIY

Never throw firecrackers at a person or
animal. Never carry fireworksin your pocket.
Follow instructions —.don't allow fireworks to explode in a bottle, tin can or clay pot.
Never tamper with or take apart the fireworks.

Olympic Plaza
1 00-3O0p m

Tuesday,July 30
• Muhay
Court Square
830-11 30 a m & 12 30-3 00p m

.•
•

•

•
•••

••••

